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A study of the soc1a1 and cultural aspects of day care in
.
~"
Denmark. The thesis hypothis~ze1i that experiences in the develop,

'

ment of Danish day care are,re,leyant to the future d,eve10pment of
~

,: "

I

""

,:

day care in the United States.

j

"

.

::
\'
:
idoterest in Danish day care was stimulated by the reports
~
It
;
of Drs. :Marsden and Mary Wagner (1970) which fOtlnd Danish day care
Ii
'~
pravi ded an intimate and innovati'\ ve standard of care' for young
,

I

:

chi1 dren.
Twenty centers of

0

Ii

"
II
; ' :\
oj

widel~ ra~1ed

,

I

•

~! 1
'

types were visited in Denmark.

Information was gathered largely !through unstructure~ interviews
with child care staff and non-pa1t1cipant observation. Special
1 "

I!'

attent10n was paid to the child care workers' relatlpnshlp with
the chl1 dren and the; r famil

~ e~ .11

0

'.

1;

Attention was focused on ~he influence of cu)tural factors
; "I'
,
in the provision of chi ld :c~re\!
It
was
found
that:
cultural
..
II
Ii

~hildren
, ;\

attitudes in Denmark toward
';

encouraged the development
i

of a casual. 1ntl mate $ ~l'e oflcare..

":

It was noted that caution tshoul d be exerc1 sed i 1n presuming
that successful Danish

pro~r~~1
wouid be equally ;~cce~sful
" It··
"

if'

carried out in the United Sta~,~. It was -leamed~hat empirical
it
•
evidence has convinced the~Danes
that
the
provision
of an accept, '11
..
. "
1

':,

,

'Ij

.'

'i,\

.'

able level of care 1s costly ,ana that national and, local subSidy
~

is essential.

,

;'.,
'

Further, the coordinated system of education for

: n,'

~

'; ~

child c,arin g staff was foun:d1,toi\proVide staff capa~1e,of developing
a stimulating relationship ~t~ \\children.
~_

,

it

,

J

"

Current direction in Dfn~sti~ day care with othe,r social service
programs and the integration of 'age groups within ~nters with the
•
II1,
"~I•
attention of recreating the; ufalT!~ ly group. II
,!
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE
In recent years, the interest in day care in the United States
has expanded immensely.

During the year 1971, the federal government invested a total of $688 million in support of day care. 1 At
the same time, it is estimated that maternal employment in the
United States has increased to the point that one-third of the
mothers of preschoolers and one-hal f of the mothers of school age
children are employed. 2
Despite increased day care made possible by Headstart and
Title V-A, really major physical expansion of group day care has
failed to take place. Organized group day care amounts to less
than 10 percent of the ch11dren of working mothers 1n the United
States. and fully three-quarters Of the children placed in
institutional care by working mothers were placed in proprietary
centers. 3 Mary Beth Keyserling's Windows on Day Care. in spite of
lax sampling techniques, has demonstrated that there is a dismal
quality of care provided 1n many proprietary centers. 4 She indicates
that the cost of qual1 ty care in proprietary centers is beyond the
reach of most working mothers.
1Arthur Emlen, "Day Care for Whom?" in Children and Decent
People, ed. by Alvin L. Schorr (Basic Books, 1974).
2Ibid • pg. 1
3 Ibid •

pg. 2

4Mary Beth Keyserling, Windows on Day Care (New York. National
Council of Jewfsh Women. 1972).

2
With President N1xon'~ ve~ of the ~ompreh,ens~ve Child Care
.

,

Act of 1911, the implementation of federal subsidy for day care

~n

a 1arge sca,l e has been' pushed farther,i nto t~e ··future. .!he resul t
of this situation is "that roo'ney 15 being, heavily·
invested in the
.
)~-

care'of a small minority.,of. children
in 'subsidized
centers.'
,.
-.
....
,

~

By contrast, Denmark is. re"presentative of' ,a co~ntry whose

"

.

system,.of· care. has
. 'developed to the point that. it serves 20 percent
'. 5
'
"
of all children of preschool- age.
Additiona.1ly. Danish s!Jbsidies
~

<,

•

~'.

~

-

.;l

,{

"

.....

for care are distributed such:tbat virtually··all
care
15" given
.
.
.

"

to.·govemm~nt

government support and. is. in tum •.subject

'.

vision and

super-

-

"

regul~ti~n.

Inth15'
thesis .• it 15· our 'intention
'to
. .
..

- '

examine a national: system of chl1d care. ,including.
both family and
.
-.

~

~

, group ~are. that is already highly develQped' and viewed as success~
{'

~

•

~.,.

~

7

-

"

Interest in this thesis was s.t1mulated
by the'question:
,

What

relevance does'the DanJsh ~ystem of. child -care hav~ for'the develop.
. .
, " .
.
ment of day care in'the United1States.?,However. the ,research we.
.'

;,.

~

~

".

",

~

-~

.

-

--

ori g·inally so.ught to undertake '~changed numerous ti;~s.·

Ini ti ally

our interest was ,directed 'at:researching cross-cl:Il.tural aspects of
'childhood
aggression.
y...
-.

~.

We abandoned
this' :
plan' because
of our lack
"
"'-f

-

,

; of knowledge of the situation .i~ which we ,wo·uld.ha've to work in
,

".

•

:

~"

".~'

,.

t'-'

Denmark.
5Danmarks Statistik Arbog ~912, "Daginstitut10ner pro 31
decenDer 1912, Tabel 1ii IXXVI '(Copenhagen, 'Soc1al styrel sen
Planoegni~gsafdelll)gen, 1913) , .J. n,"': 06/1111-1.
.

)

3

Next, the authors chose separate projects. The first project
consisted of gathering participant observations of parent-child
(adult-child) and child-child interactions, both in Denmark and the
United States. The material was then to be compared and contrasted
in search of cross-cultural generalizations. The second project
was to deal with attitudes toward and the handling of aggression by
adults in day care settings, both in Denmark and the United States,
through the use of projective testing techniques.
When we arrived in Denmark, our initial approach toward
acclimation was to visit some centers and get an orientation of the
situation. After the first few centers were visited, it became
evident that there was too much material available, just by visiting centers, to bypass.

It was also found that the staff of the centers

in Denmark were resistant to testing.

This~s1tuat1on

led to the

study's final format. Our purpose is to describe Danish day care
as a social institution and only secondarily to consider implications
for American day care.
Several factors point to the use of Danish

d~

care as a sub-

ject of study.

First, a strongly favorable report on the Danish
system of care has been made by Drs. Marsden and Mar.y wagner. 6
Secondly, the strong emphasis placed on social issues in Danish
care makes this program of interest to the field of social work.
6Marsden G. and Mary Miles Wagner, "D~ Care Programs in
Denmark and Szechoslovakia," in Resources for Dec1sionmaking in Day
Care (Washington, Office of Child Development, 1971).

4

Thirdly, Danish day care was more accessible to the authors than
other countries, such as the Soviet Union or Czechoslovakia, in
which day care is also highly developed.
One must note in advance that programs successful in Denmark
may not be appropriate to conditions in the United States.

Social,

political, and historical conditions in Denmark differ greatly from
conditions in the United States.

In light of this, we consider a

brief history of the day care movement to be essential to any understanding of current conditions.
The authors reviewed published and unpublished reports and
visited Denmark from June to September of 1973.

Information was

gathered largely through unstructured interviews with child caring
staff at a broad range of institutions in Denmark, as well as with
administrators of Danish day care, and through participant observation.

Interviews centered largely on attitudes toward the care of

children in day care situations as represented both in direct care
and administration.

Fifteen centers, ten family day care homes,

several training schools, and administrative facilities were
visited.

Immediately following each visit, information, impressions,

and observations were written into a log, a sample of which is
included in the Appendix.

Statistics used are largely derived,

either directly or indirectly, from data published by Denmark's
Ministry of Social Affairs.
In order to fully understand the system of Danish day care, one
must understand the environment in which it was developed.

In the

5

next chapter the social,. po1i~~cal; and econom'1c climates and their
effect on the nature' -of -chil d' care -i n ··:Denmark will 'be exami ned.
...

<'

- ,

•

'-.

•

•

~

CHAPTER 1I
THE uWELFARE'STATE II
Together"with Iceland",Norway, Sweden:, an~ F1nl~nd" Denmark,forms part of the
Nor<tic countries, which
mai~tain close
- so-:cal1ed
..
-~

..

~

,cooperation in many fields,

ow~ng

-.

"

,

to a :community
.
~

.

ofbot~

-

(

history
~

al"!d.language.
Denmark has 'a population of close to ,five' milHon inhabitants
and covers some 16,~7~ sq~re mnes~{43~OO,O 'square"~l1ometersf.
'"

"'"

-~

-<

.)-

Approximatel} 6 percent of, the "popul. ation·is under
ttl'e -age of five
.'
,

~

years: About 70 p~rcent o,f t~~ population res'ide~ in urb~n a~as.
"
Almost half the 'population of Denmark'is'concentrated
on' the

~yel.land pen~nS~la,'~WhiCh inclJd~s met~p~l1ta~'Copenhag~n,
.
~

_

c

,;

•

the 1

;

largest city of Denmark. 7,
'Denmark
is, the 01 dest kingdom of Europe.
.
,

Since 1a49 the country

'.

has had a parliamentary cOi"lstituti,on.

Th~ legislative assembly"

the IIFol,keting',1I is elected for.'a
tenn. of fo~r ye~rs~ bU,t'writs
,;

,

:

~.

for a general electfon, may be issued, wi thin the four-year period.'

,

"

"

~,

",

8.",

Wo~n h~ve had vot~n,g priv.fleges since 1915.

.'

'

L~cal government 15
,

carried
out through the operation.of
277
local. -korrmune
councils.
.
.
.'
.
..
.,.
.

~

~...

"

~

' "

.

About one-half of the. -to'tal Dan1sh'popul ati~n 'is gainfully
.;

~mployed·.
,

I

__

':".-

c

~

-

..,

~

Of married,
women, ~bout· two':;thfr~s work in' thei r own
.
,

7Alfred Toft,' Care O/C~itdren ~nd You'ng People (Copenhagen,
Ministries of Labor and Social "Affairs, International ,Relations
Di vision, 1970}','~. 2. " ,
, .
8 Ibid., p. 3.

,

"

homes. while one-third ,are, employed outside the home.

About 10

percen~ of all households with c~1l~ren a,re'headed'by women.
h

:

;

'

Ap-

•

proximately 53 percent of unmar~1ed women' over the- age o'f fourteen
<

-

~

-

~.

•

'are econom1 cally, ac'tive. -32 "perce~t 'of married wo;oon.' 20 percent of
wi dows. and 64 percent of d1 vorced women.
~

<-

~

:

-

_....

Women' compr1 se 39 percent

;

•

~

1.

of ,~~e total work ,force out~1d~ the bome;~ while wOlJW!n in the United
,,'. . 10'
States constitute, 43 percent of ~~ total work force.
Unemployment in ,Denmark.
since the . ,second world war. has been
-"
- cons1s'teritly low. a.b~ut 3.7 percent in 1971. 11 'Lack ~f a s'uff1c1e'nt
~

.

"..

Work~rs imported from southen( and 'eastern' Europ'ean countries to
<'

- '

meet the labor shortage 'h~s posed a number of pro~lems ,for ~e
Danes. who, are called upon for th~ first time t~~ss1~~l~te ~ arge
nUnDerS

~f

1lT111i gran 1:s. . Th1 s probl em \'!1
•

.

,

'comprehens1ve forn!' at

~

,later

n·' b~.· co.ve~~~ in ',a more
'.

'

>:,

po1~t.

Oenmar.kls productive ~apac1t.r is chiefly ~~Pendenton skilled
manpower

~nd

agr1 c~l,tural 1and.

The 1arges t nUnDer of, gainfully
~.

<

~.

employed peopl e; 30 percent. ,are work~n9, in 1n'~ust'ry. 22, per~ent
,

,

in conmerce and services. 'and 18percent

,"

"

1~'agr1culture.

12

9Stat1st1k Arbog. op.,' c1t .• p. 57.
1QMary C. Howell. "Employed, MotherS and Thei
Ped1 atr1 cs, LII (.Augu~t" -i973) ~ p; 25i:

llp~ss

r Families

II

and Cu1tural"R~lai1~ns Dept. of the Ministry of Fore1 gn
Affairs of Denmark. Fact Sheet'Denmark. "L1v~"g Standards" (Copenh~gen), p. 2.,
:,'. "
12Toft • op. cit., p. 3.

8
Taxes are levie'd both by the's'tate and the kommune.
,
,

Publ1c

revenue is prov1 ded through"taxat1on,of, personal income and capi tal,
land taxes, excise, and custom'~du.t1es.

Ta'xes tak'e about one-hal f
,

,

of the typ1cal worker's 1ncome'.

The·'fargest 1tem of public ex ..

. pend1tur~ in sta,te b,udgets in recent yearS"has been the cost of soefal
serv1 ces ,and public

h~al ttl

taxa~i~n

(4Z', percent of

1n i969-'70) t

followed by education and defe~se.' Although old 'age and disability
p~nsions

account for, the largest expenditur:es

o~,social

services,

state 'support of' child ,day care amounts to ~pprox1mately 2 percent
,
'
13
,.",
of all state expendttures;
"Cohesion but not conionn'1ty ll ha~ been, ~escT1bed as a feature
of Danish 'culture. 14 Unlike th,e United Sta'tes~ Denm~rk' has,ha~ a'
stable population ,for many centuries and" a,1though

D~nes

1n the1 r tol erance and 1nqependenc~,. they

.hard pressed

havebe~~

to meet :thehous1ng, e'ducatiorl'al, language, and:,economfc

take pride

dema~ds

of

fore1gn 1nmi grants .
Dur1ng the 1970's, Denma,rk I s soci a1wel fare ',system is to be
reformed and completely restructured.
of welfare state,

~hich e~sures·

The speef a1 Scandfnav1 an, style

a high degreE! of personal security

under 411 conditions, 1s to be given a' n~ perspect~ve', which can
.

be sUfnmar1ze~ in the term 'upreven'tive' welfare./I'
13Statistik Ar'bog,
:
op. eft., p. '56.

'

14Cybil Dixon, Soc,iety, School and Progress .in Scandinavia
(New York, Permagon Press~ 1965),'p'o. 24.

9

The concept, which is new even for Scandinavia. views social
welfare po11cy as rest1ng upon the economic realities in Denmark
and, 1n particular, recogn1zes that any increase in social welfare
depends on high industrial productivity and the ability to compete
in internat10nal markets. There exists a widespread notion that state
welfare measures have been enacted wh1ch are beyond the financial
capacity of the state.
By making increased industrial production the main tool of
measurement for the" effectiveness of soc1al welfare po11cies, Denmark has put 1ts sodal welfare system under completely new foot1ng
for the third time since it was generally recognized, in the closing
years of the nineteenth century, that the state had a responsibility
for the welfare of its citizens.
Initially, social welfare was considered to be little more than
organized charity. and the recipient to be little more than a beggar.
The first major reform, initiated in 1933, deemed that the 1ndividual had a right to welfare assistance when his circumstances
indicated. This welfare policy has remained in force up to the
present. 15
Recogni tion of these defi ciencies led. in 1956. to the establishment of the Commission for Social Welfare. composed of thirtytwo social experts and political representatives. The

Commission~s

conclusion was that a synthesis had to be achieved in social welfare
15press and Cultural Relations Dept. of the Ministr,y of Foreign
Affairs of Denmark, Fact Sheet Denmark "Treating the Troubled Family,1I
(Copenhagen). p. 1.

10

policy between the personal demands of the individual and the
productive demands of the society. The recommended objective of
social welfare policy was the practical question of whether treatment made it possible for the individual to function effectively
in productive life. Thus. productivity is coupled closely to
welfare.
To implement the new policies, the Commission recommended a
completely new administrative structure that will put treatment of
the individual on a'local basis.

Both medical and social assistance

will be placed under municipal (kommune) authorities, replacing the
present mixture of local and state administration.

This purely

administrative change will have one very important consequence:

the

provision of much closer coordination of all welfare activities, of
which child care is a part.

Specfal bodies are to be created in

each locality to coordinate the welfare administration and activities
and channel all assistance to the 1ndividual.

At present, ad-

ministration is so comp11cated that many social workers are not
aware of all the forms of ass1stance ava1lable to the1r c11ents from
state and local sources.
Welfare activities of the munic1pal bodies will be l1nked to
a central coordinating body, the National Welfare Board (Soc1alstyrelsen), which functions as a department under the Ministry of
Social Affairs.
Both social security and personal freedom are important values
recognized in the Danish system of social welfare.

Security, under

11
thenew~system,

will be provided by "extensive

and

-righ~s

a broad

net.wo,rk of institutions -to prov1.de -tteatDEnt .. rhe~Min1stry of
Social Affairs
budget of ten million Danish
_Krone'~"is
.
- the largest
allocation of any ministry_. thre~ times the 'amount of Danish
military expenditures.
Stud1~s

16
--

carri_ed out by the'Social Reform Commission revealed:'

what
i ~ termed
a- form -of IIcontagi
on II '-between mernbe,rs of a family if
...
.
on~- family member is lef~ w_; th a:nun~reated s_ochl -problem:

Thus.

wider aspects of any"givEm' soc1~l prob-1em and the iinportance of
r

_.t.

'

;

-,

treatnien~

at an early-, -stage" is an acceptec,1

~

concept~

Research
validated- and gave, recogn1"tion to the'connection
"~

~.'

~

between the probl~ms faci~9. an individu~al member of

a, family

and

the effect it has on all_ family'menbEH's .. in response _to this-information. the Com!'lission made the family,rat~_er than :the individual;
the focus of welfare policy.
At the

pr~_sent ~tage

of

Dal"!is~

social

~e-velopment,

family is found_ to -be-not necessar-ily a- poor one.

the problem

Through "the

entire social range, only a slight -relationship between, low income
and maladjustment was -found:'~'. where in"the'past,
low inc9me and
,

soc1 al poli cy almost-inevi tably ,went h~nd in ha~d. 17.

p. 2.

16 Fact Sheet Denmark, Ope cit., "Treating the_'Troubled-Fam1ly,1I
17Fact Sheet Denmark. "Treating the Troubled Family.1I Ope cit.,--

-po 2.

12
Social policy

has~.

thus become' a'dapted to 'meet the needs of all

. sectors of ,society. and rai sed the need' fo'r 'mOre' and ,better trained
personnel." 'Over the pas"t.six YEfars, 'family workers-in,De'1mark have
been trained in Denmark for work inclos'e, con'tact
youth welfare organizaUons.
ex~anded

w,1th

child and

In the future, this service, will be

by provi ding improved traini ~g for sod al workers and by

including new material ,for the basic,training of doctors ,and
psychologists.
,

,

'juven~le delinq~ency

In"Copenhagen,

'and crime is less common

than in almost any ptherEuropean cap,ital, a~d cr1~inologists have
'.
,,' ~
18
attributed this to t~e many youth centers that have"been established.
Repeatedly. in interviewS with individuals at all ·levels of the provision of ,chHd care" daY care is referred to, as ,a "preventive
service~" and such' statistics arecited'as justification for their

beliefs.
Since 1945, the riunlber of childr:en below schoo1 age in 'Denmark
-,"has risen from 503,,700 to' 546~'235 iii 1971.

Of these children, over

.

,

21 percent are 1nvol ved in. some sort of day care

p~gram,

being much higher
in the' metropol1 tan Copenhagen'
area.
-.
.

,

~

children, 15,199

Of these

~

~'

'-

~ere

the rate

in day
~

'nu~eries,

for preschoolers, and 17 ~416 were

.i~

family

18 Ibid., p. 2
19Statistik Arbog,

OPe

'83,123

cit., p. 57.

~

d~

~n

day care centers
_
19
care.
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In 1963 it was' deemed by' thestat~. that day c~re should' be
avail able to everyone and· ,free to all. / In- 1963. th~re
were places
,
".

for 32,000 children 1n.'da.Y·care·ce~ters for preschoolers.
for 30.000' additional places was forecas.tfor'1973:'
~

0"

~

The need

In: 1969 there

~,'

'were 50,500 c;hlldren in presch06.1 day care centers~ with 53,000
,

>

,

'

.

... ...

·waiting for openings . . It wasbel1eved' that 'these fi<9~res·· showed
20
a need for 38~000 more places b~ 19Z4.
Alt~OU9h.·~e·construction
of centers has kept" pace with anticipated ,goa.1~, the demand for
day care has increased to. the pOint.
that waiting
lists.. are as long
,.
as at any time during the past two decades.
We. may understand' some of the

in'crea~~d

demaf)d for day care

when we- consider that prior to World·
War. II. full day.. care was
.
.

'

considered to be a service to the ,poor.

Since ~e .. wart with the

rise of taxation, many Da.nish.fam11~es have found that', in order to
..

.

.. achieve a standard of living . above subsiStence, .to 'share in the
.

apparent abundance t
work.

~t'was'neces'sary,

.

for .both husba!ld and .wife

~

In this way, the need for ,day' canL has cut broadly, across

Danish society.

The goals for the nunDer of·,day car:e ,centers are

being constant'ly revi~edt and/it-is appa~nt: that,' with a,consistently
aggressive program
·of. expansion
population.
.
.
'
. and a s~able.
. ..
.
.~

the need for' day care w11l1be m~t in the com~ng ye~rs.

20Wagner, IIGroup Care," op. cit ... p. ~O.

,

,

CHAPTE R- I I I
A HISTORY OF DAY CARE IN DENMARK
.'

Denmark's history of social c~nsciousness-:~ay be 'traced back
to the catastrophica,l War of 1864 w~th Prussia, and Austria;' 'A
res~lt of thi.s war was De",mark's focusing o'f a~,tention i~ward ~ward
,

.

~,

domestic affai~:
duction~

soda1 refonn, cultural exp~nsion.· ~~i~y pro. ' 21
'
'.
and economic elevation . . In time, a ,trend toward in- '

dustr1a11zat10n .and urbanization was manifest, as

we~l ~s

a tendency

among p~li ti cal parties to cooperate in· the imp:rove,ment of the
econoll\Y and advancement of society.' This 1nwa-rd orien~ation exists
today and may be eef1ected
in the fact'that.
althoughvery SOCially
, "
.
.
~

,~

,

consciou~, Denma,rkall"cate,s' less Vta~ 1 'percent of its gross
national product to overseas deve1oprrienta,1 aid. 22
Over seventy-five years ago, in '1888, a l~~.~wa~ passed in
~ncluding ~,latives,

Denmark.requiring that no one·receive,.:a'chl1d,
.

,

,

under, the age of fourteen years in 'care for payment without fi rst
-,

<

•

•

~

.'

,

receiving permission from the focal kommune
(a deSignation'
which
,
.' is translated in various sources as' lltownship," IIcounty." "borough,'"
."

:

.

,

or "municjpal1ty," but which is essen~1ally the 'local ~nit of
21Will1am W. Brickman, Denmar.k',s Educaionari System and Problems
(Washington, D.C., United States Dept.'of Health" Education and
Welfare, 1968), p. 2
",
' ' .
22 Fact Sheet Denmark"lILiving Standards,lI o·p. cit.,' p. 1.
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govern~nt). 23

The penn1ss ion, which was necessary for day care in

pr~vate:homes as well as group ~enters, was' revokable at any tiJ:l1e •
.The law is stlll"in effect today.
Day nurseries' themselVes were 'initiated fn the early 'n1neteenth
century and, initially, care was provided. for by Ila pious, respect.able woman 'of the low~r class.es ll who was not required to Jlave any
.
24 '
.'
'.' ,
:
special educ,atfon.
The first full-time day care began in- 1828;
the' first day pursery (children from. birth to three years) in 1850.
Day care, public and private. part ,day, all day, neighborhood and
;ndustrial, in private

~omes,and

public centers. from birth to age

·

'.

eighteen years, has been in continuous operation every since.

25

The Ge~an psychologist, Frans Froebels, was, the f~rst figure
to have

t~e

a profoun.d effect 'on

princi.ples, of

D~nish

day care.

His 1de.as ,revolved about the concept of giving an education in
coomon to all children of preschool age, 'with play, 1rnag~nat1on,
26'
~
and creative work as .a b~s1s. - The first school' for' the. training
.

.

of ch11d care workers (paed1gogues), op'ened in 1885,
(see chapter

~n

.~earS

his name

Sem1nari urns).

'.

· ' 23Wagner, "Group .Care, II' op., cit.". p. l.

..

· 24Egl1'Thrane, Education and Culture in Denmark, translated
by Harol d Young, (Copenhagen. G.E.C~ Ga~. 1958) P._ ·'53.
-

25wagner, uGroup Care,

II

.

-

op. ci~., p. 1. _.

26Thrane, op. cit.,p. 1.
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Among the first to take up Froebel's ideas was Fru Hedvig
Begger, who set up a nursery school in Copenhagen in 1880.

The

movement received great impetus from the formation of the People's
Nursery School Association, initiated by Fru Begger and her husband,
Sophus Begger.

The introduction of parish nursery schools to

Denmark occurred during World War II under the leadership of Dr. R.
Kier-Petersen, a local medical officer.
Danish day care was also influenced in the early part of the
twenUeth century by the work of Or. Maria Montessori, who strongly
emphasized the right of children to develop their capacities freely,
and ascribed to education the task of g1ving children every chance
to

do this.
On June 30, 1919, a program of grants to promote preventive

child care authorized state grants of up to 50 percent of a large
The

part of the running expenses of the People's Nursery Schools.

concept of "prevent1ve serv1ces ll in day care and virtually all other
Danish social services is still very much a key concept in the
allocation of services in Denmark today.
The program of grants to child care centers was improved upon
by the Law on Public Assistance of 1935.

27

Nonetheless, when in

the late 1930's Denmark's Population Commission reviewed the status
of non-residential child welfare centers. it found that the amount
of state aid granted was far from

suffici~nt.

(In this work, the

Danish national government will be referred to as the IIstate.
27 Ibid., p. 50.

lI
)
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The financ1al difficulties faced by trye majority of ~enters had
resulted in such low salar1e's
·of the quality requ1 red.

t~at

1s was d1fficult to obtain staff

Further, it was feared that, owing to the

lack of .financial support, the

cen,ters.w,~re

unable to."rreet the sani-

tary requ1rerrents set up by the' authorit1es •. ~n aprov~s10nal
report 1n 1936, the C0llll11ssion proposed that the state grants be

ra1~ed

to cover half of

them~1nt~nance

'The-Co~iss10n

costs". 28

began work on a final -report on chjld welfare cente.rs 1n wh1ch 1t
planned to cons1der the derrograph1c and soc1al aspe~~ of child
welfare, as well as the, problems -of medical and de,ntal -examinations
'for the chl1 dren attending the centers, but the repor.t·w~s never
f1 ni shed ..

.

The Commi ss 10n's recommend.at10r) for more fin'a~c1 al support to
the centers wa~ nO.t ad9Pted, but a Department~l .Conmi ttee on Ch1ld
i

Wel fare was set up 1n1941 to cont1nuethe .. del1be rat1 ons of the'
Population 'Co/llllissio~ in this .field.

Fin.any' in 1951, the increase
.

"

in financial .support was made permane'1t, after s:ome adjustments
based on the experience during .the trial period had been .made.
In 1945. the .law had
established .a .connection
'between. the grants
. .
~

,

: made by the ~ state and those made by 1oca 1 author-iti es, in th at the
. amount of state aid was made dependent on the alTl9urit of local aid
.
.
allocated,
so
that
local
authorit~es we.re"encouraged to participate
~

"

'

28H.' Gill, IIFamily Welfare Measures 'in.Oenmark," Population
Studies, VI (1952-53), p. 189.
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actively in the development' of child care.
extended by
to make

~he

1aw of 1951.

wh~reby

The collab?ration was

the local autho,r1ties were bound

a definite grant towards the running of any child care center

, aCkflow1edged by the state to be one entitled to state ai.d.~

Under

both the legislation ,of 1951 and state buil ding codes. grants may
also be ,made towards the .costs of establishment

an~-.bui1

ding of

such centers.
51 nee 1945. the demand for and provi s 10n cif
Denmark has ,increased rapi.d1y unti). hi

~970t

~il

d care in

9',500 ,children

attended 260 day, nurse'ries ,(15 .percent of the total population of
children 0-3 years); 56,000 children .attended 1~250 n~r~~ry schools
(30 percent of. th'e popul ati on of chl1 dren
.

"..

.

3-7 ye.ars)" and 16.000
,29.

children 7-14 attended. 260 recreation centers.

"

29

Toft. OPe cit.,' pp. 25-28.

CHAPTER LV
GOVE~M~NTAL

ADMINISTRATION

In Denmark, in principle the parents are responsible for the
30
care and upbringing of thei r chil dren.
Dan~sh

law con~iders public .intervention necessary in the

intere~ts of chl1dr.en in a, wide range ofs'1tuat1ons • "Some of the
most extensive l1Ieasures of support

f~11

outside of what is generally
I

understOod as the care of children.

Among these supportive measures

are general education,health supervision of 'infants a"d school
children, medical

t

dental. and hospital, care" and the care of

physically or mentally handicappe~ children.'
As a rule, public authorities' responsible for the ca:re of
children

and'you~g

people intervene only where and only ,to the

extent that the parents are unable to provide for their wellbeing.
The broad scope of services deemed

necessa~

tq·the healthy

develo~

ment,of chi ldren, however. necessitates publi c in~olvement wi th 'chi1 dren
and the1 r Jami 1.1 es.

An' examp1e of this 1.s the fact ,that the state '

provides children'S allowances 'toany.familY
withchl1dren.
.
~

Other

services will be discussed later in a chapter concerned with
auxiliary services to child care.
Denmark's system of child advocacy has evolved,empirica"y over

a period 9f many

d~caaes.

The respons1b11 ities. powers,. checks" and
,

,

"

balances have been gradually ,·modifiedover. tJme, 'based on their
30Ibid., p. 1.

,

i
I
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experience, through changes in the law.

The last major revision

was the Children and Young P.ersons Act of 1964.
of all child care policy in Denmark.
states that:

This law is the basis

The main directive of the act

liThe purpose of the relevant care is to ensure that

children and young people grow up under conditions likely to promote
a sound mental and physi cal developrrent. 31
II

Underlying this law is the generalized attitude that a child is
innocent, good, and bom with a "clean slate.

1I

Reflective is the

fact that in Denmark no child under the age of fifteen can commit a
crirre; he can only make a "mistake.

1I

It is assurred that if he does

make a mistake, it is almost certainly the result of a poor environrrent. As a consequence of this, a child who makes a mistake is taken
not to the police but to the Child and Youth Committee of the kommune
(to be discussed subsequently) as demonstrating a symptom of possible
poor living conditions for the child which must be corrected. 32 In
serious cases, where conditions in the horne cannot be rerredied, the
child will be removed to a foster home.
The mistake the child made may range from shoplifting to murder.
The legal rights of the child do not allow him to be tried. All
efforts are directed at his home environment to seek to make appropriate changes.

(Larger apartment, homemaker, etc.)

31 Ibid., p. 5.

32Mary G. Wagner and Marsden G. Wagner, IIChild Advocacy in
Denmark: 70 Years of Experience with This 'New" Idea ll (Washington,
Office of Child Development), p. 6.
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In Denmark there exists no correlate to juvenile detention
homes for "act1ng out ll youths.

Youth homes are beginning.

who are unhappy at home can voluntarily move into a home.

Youths
These

homes provide a very adequate room, board, and some spending money.
When the youth chooses to leave. he may do so.
The state of Denmark is responsible for the passing of laws
outlining the type and scope of services to be offered to the
people. The laws also specify how the fund1ng of these programs
will be shared.

The adm1nistrat1ve departments are then given the

task of supplementing these laws with bulletins. which make recommendations with regards to the practical implementation of the
laws.

The operation of the programs themselves is entirely the

responsibility of the local kommune.
The Ministry of Social Affairs is the national administrative
department that 1s g1ven the responsibility for developing plans to
implement the laws regarding day care through policy making,
standard setting, and general surveillance.

Specifically, the Child

and Young Persons Act of 1964 states that the Ministry of Social
Affairs shall be responsible for establish1ng regulations concerning:
1.

The layout, conduct, and running of the instttutions.

2.

The educative work to be carried out in the institutions.

3.

Medical attention and dental care.

4.

Salaries, pensions, and other conditions of §mployment for
persons in charge and members of the staff. 3
33Ib1d., p. 10.
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The Ministry' is legally obliged, through the Department of child
and Youth Affairs, within

th~

Ministry. to inspect

ev~ry

day care

facility twice a' ye~r to e~sure that th~se "regulations are ,enforced.
Ten inspectors h~ve'been given th~ respo-nsib111iy for conducting
.

'

.

these inspections
throughou,t'Denmark,
so unfortunately,
,inspections
.'
~

-:;:

are generally made only where there 1s reason to expect that a center
is not meeting s,tate standards o,r ~s' exp~r1enc:1ng difficulty in

"

operation.

Initially, these inspec:tlonswere primarily
""
~

-~

conc~l11ed

with health and safety regulations
and physical facilities." Re"
-:'
~

.',

cently,. new emphasis has been' ghen 'to ·the dev~lop~ent of· programs
and human aspects of the centers, concerned; i.,e •• how to handle
a child ..
. ' Under new laws, ,many
the Ministry of Soc1al

responslbil1~ies' curre~tly

Affa1~

konmunes under a .program of

assigned to

w11.1 be t,ransferred to. ,the local

decentra11,~~tton.

Inspect10ns and the

establishment of standj1rds in' suc~ ~~'as' as staff-t~-~hi1d ratios
will become the responsibility of the local

au~or1ties.

~

Practi cally speaking. since the tur:n of

th~

century the primary

.responsibility
in the fleld of'children and young people has been
.
'~

...

. "

exercised at the local level in the fonn ofthe}:Konmune Child and Youth

.

.

'

Welfare ·Committee. 34 The present extent of th~powers and .re,spons1bl1~ties

of this committee in child and youth affairs genera.lly.

and ch11d care specifically, are extraord1nary.
34Wagner, "Child Advocacy," p. 10.
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The populat1on.served,bY the Child and ,Youth Welfare Committee
of the Kommunes varies between about 1,000 and, some

l~O,OOO

'persons .

. In Copenhagen, where·the Child and youth Welfare :Comm1ttee serves
.

,

over 700 ,000 inhabitants ~ "modi ~.ied rul es and procedures necessary
to cope with the· large pop~lat19n served are'exerci~ed;
Every four y~ars, eachkonm~ne elects a"council (roughly.
~uperv1sors).

equivalent to a ci,ty counc1.1 or, county board 'of
of .the,elected council members

with~a spec;~l:

One

interest in children

becomes the cha1nnan of the Child and Y-outhWelfare Committee and
is joined by two (or three)
more kOR1l1une couricil
members who· vol.
~.

unteer for the Comm; ttee.

The council then chooses two (or three)

local c1 t1 zens' to fonn a committee of from f1.~e to s'even members.
Among the several important, features O! the Conmi'ttee are:

1) A

~ajor1ty of the Comm1t~e members are elected' counc1.1 members i 2)' All
tr~1n1ng f~r this
work; 3) There must'~ebothmen and ~omen on this, Committee; 4) There

are "lay" people with interest

b~t

no special

1!(i no'pay for this work aside from expenses;

5) AJi are volunteering

the1 r time; 6) The Commi ttee is reformed every' four years ; and
,

,

7) 'The Convnit~e is not subo.rdinate to the kOnlmune but carries out
its act; v1t1es as. a separate un; t~ 35
The Chl1 d and ,Youth Welfare Coinmittee reports
Council.

~

the KORlllUne

The Committee derives its leg1timac,y from tbe Ministry of

Social Affairs.
35Ibid., p. 10.
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,The local Child and Youth Welfare Commfttee may ~et only :two
or three'times a IOOnth.

It 'is, ~he COll111ittee~s prof~ssional staff

which carries out the ong01ng respoflsibilities'"under the "d1rection
'"

~

,.,

~

of the C0ll1111 ttee: The s ta ff 1nc 1 ude~ t whe re', feas ib ~ e t soc1 a i wo r~ers ,
,

a~d

,has secretarial assistance.

Jhe size of the staff varies deh1re~

pending on the ind1.vidual kOll111une. , The staff is·

and fired by

the Kopll'llune CouncH 1 tsel f.
In adCiition to the COll111ittee's ·regularmembers, spec1alists
<

maybe

~

~

' .

co-~pted.

For example, considering relOOval pf a chUd from

his home ,against. the parents" wishes. a judge, and an educaUonil
.

,

psychologist appointed by the Min~stry C?f Fam~ly ,Affa1rs. are co-opted.
Their assistance- may also be sought i"
. othe,r -c1rcums,tances.The
,spec1~l!st is from government servi«;:e, and "p.art 'of h1s time is (can
'

~

be) spent wi th the Chil d and Youth Wel fare Commi ttee.

The personnel

of thel' q1 rector~_te of' Chil d: and Youth

~ncl ude

"

' . t

"

"

Welf~re

Se.rvi ces

fourteen regi ona 1 ct}11 d care advi stirs t who, as's is t the cOll111i ttees in
the general organization of their work, as well as in the handling
of indi vi" dual cases.

These co-opted
merrbers have no voting pri.
,

).

vileges in the COll111ittee.
The attention of the 10cal'Child and Youth,
dir~cted

W~lfare

Committee

It is responsible for rendering
....
assistance not only to particular chl1dren'a~d young people but is
is-

along two lines.

~

~ \

,

,

also responsible for taking initiative in" moore general measures.
The Committee is also responsible for en~urfng that there exists a
'"

" !
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sufficient number and variety of day care -institutions, and recreational faci11ties in the kOll11lune'. . If rleces~:ary, the COl1lllittee make~
recommendations to the kOl1lllune,to re~dy defici~nc1e~.

du~ of the kommune

It is the

to

establish and ma1n~~1nthe necessary institu,-,
36
tions where the need. cannot otherwise be.met.
Housing developers must appearbefore the Conmittee to establish
not only that a proposed development inclu~~s adequate day care

- facilities. but thatchildren have·been' taken .ihto account in th~
overall planning. incl uding arch'; tecture, traffi c patterns. parks,
p1ayare~s.

an.d bus1,ness

developmen~.

,Thus, the Child and Youth, Welfare Committee becomes involved
,in the "corrrnun'1ty as a,whole.. 11

It is ;nv~lved no~only 'in cases

where there is a need for assistan~e'to a parti.cul~r chi~d or
family. but also where it is
more general measures.

nece~sar~

tak~

to

the initiat1ve1n

The COTm1ittee ensures,-that there

exi~ts

a

suff1 cient variety of day care ins ti tut1on.s' and· recreational fac111 ties
of a'social and educatfonal
nature.' " If
t
the Commi ttee
.
,-, necessary
.
:

makes recommendations to the l~cal councnto remedy ~ef1 c1eac1es.
Additionally. any person or group, professi'on,ai or lay, who feels
(

there is a need for more day, care or some change in existing day care
services is obliged to report ·this to the Conm1ttee.
We may note at this -point

theimpli~d

'sense of "dutyll on the

part of every member of the conmuni
ty., not 'only to support eXisting
,
36Toft,

OPe

cit., p. 30.
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facilit1es. programs. and planning for ch1ldren •. but to br1ng
deficiencies to the attention of
the Committee.
.
~

,

"

.

noting that. in spite of the extensive duties

It is also worth

.
an~responsibil1t1es

of the Committee and its voluntary status, there-1s no
vol unteers. 37

37
Wagner.' IIChl1d Adv.ocacy,lI op -. c it .,p. 4.
i'

shor~age

of

CHAPTER V
ADMINISTRATION AT THE CENTER LEVEL
One of the most basic concepts in Danish day care is that
38
private day care for profit is illegal.
This law is a product
of the feeling that:
business transaction.

(1)

Day care should be a social and not a

Day care is seen as a developmental necessity

and should not become simply a babysitting service.

(2)

Day care of

the quality desi red is financ; ally impossible without government
support for all but a few well-to-do families.

(3) The profit

motive will only serve to undermine the quality of care provided.
There exists, therefore, only a small handful of day care
centers which are privately owned and operated without government
subsidy. These centers serve a few children of upper income families.
They are not allowed to operate as profit-making institutions and
must meet all state standards. This is the unusual meaning for
private day care.
The terms "pri vate and "mun i ci pa 111 day care in Denmark ca rry
II

a special connotation. A Uprivate" day care center is usually
operated by a group of individuals or, as in most cases, by a nonprofit organization.

It

has its own board of directors selected

from the community and determines its own policy within the state
guidelines but receives essentially the same financial assistance
as a "municipal" day care center.
38Wagner, "Group Care," op. cit., p. 4.

....
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The municipal center is proposed to the Child and Youth Welfare
Comm1ttee by a l~ person who has knowledge of a need for d~ care
or by the Committee itself through its own invest1gations. The
local Child and Youth Welfare Committee acts as the board of directors
for the municipal center, and psychologists and other professionals
utilized by theChild and Youth Welfare Committee are generally
ava1lable to the municipal center for consultat1on.
There also ex1sts a third type of center whfch 1s leader owned.
These centers are actually survivals from the early twentieth
century mode when such centers were the domi nant form of care. At
present, there are only a few such centers, and their numbers are
dwindling. These leader-owned centers are allowed no prof1t, and
the salary which is allocated to the leader is strictly controlled.
Leader-owned centers are discouraged, and the possibi11ty of prof1t
is controlled by limiting the enrollment at such centers to a
maximum of twenty ch1ldren.
Generally, the differences in outward appearance and operat1on
of the two predominant (private and mun1cipal) types of centers are
quite minimal and, indeed, the d1stinction between such centers 1s
often little more than a technicality.

Municipal centers are, in

general, more likely to receive extra subsidies from the kommune in
order to support children from low income families and special programs
or problem situations. The private center, in turn, is less subject
to scrutiny and control by the kommune.

The more radical private

centers (communist and Marxist orientation, for example) prefer the

29

freedom in program and design which may be exercised under a private
program. It must be noted that many of the most radical centers
in terms of design and philosophy were municipal. At a later point,
the Hundegarten center will be discussed.

It is a center based on

radical and Maoist thought. which is municipally operated.
The role of the director in a Danish day care center differs
from the d1 rector in most day care centers in the Uni ted States.
Instrumental in this is the control of the size of Danish centers.
Virtually all centers observed served fifty children or less.

Upon

locating the f1 rst day care center we were to observe, we were
dismayed by the fact that we were unable to find the IIma1n entrance"
to the center or any indication of where administrative work was
performed. After several attempts, we found the director mopping
the floor 1n the staff lounge.
We were initially impressed with the amount of time that the

director was able to spend with the children.

It was learned sub-

sequently that the director of a center 1s expected to devote SO
percent of h1s or her time 1n direct work with the children.
Only one center observed had any sort of clerical staff on
the premises.

It was later learned that most secretarial and

billing responsibilities were handled at a central office. The
director of the individual center is responsible for preparing a
budget for the center, according to prepared guidelines. These
budgets are checked both by local and state authorities.

Many of

the problems of budgeting are alleviated by the stability of
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finan~1al, assistance, in this syst~m.

Day caf'ecen,ters experience
..
,l1ttle doubt as to the financial' solvency of the center.
'

"

Medi cal records are kept: but they are brief, an~ any suspected
problems are referred directly 'to the'ctilld ' s phys,1.ci~n.

Aside

from attendance records, little infonnat10n ,ts ,c,ompiled o.n the
children and. hence. .reco,rdkeepingis minim1'zed •.,
One may see that the direc~r of a Danish day care center is
,

.

~

'given ample opportunity, to deve,lop a:relationship with,the children,
their parents, and staff.
Generally, the position of director, tna Danish day care center
holds little more' stat~s than that ~f' a fully-trained chi1~ care
worker (paed1gogue).
~.

The salary, is about 10 percent more, than that

\

~

of the paedigogue, but most prefer the greater contact with the
,

'

chi1dren,to theadm1n1strative re~pons1b11it1es.

Few directors

receive the one-year special education~ aSige from that received
as a paedigogue., The result is, that sone cent~rs experience
difficulties in recruiting a'~irect~r:. ,At a few ce~ters. experiments are taking place with a rota~ing direc~rShip with all paedigogues taking on the responsibilities in tum.

This experiment has

met wi th mixed success, depending on the attitudes of, the
paedigogues involved.
The afQ~mentioned categories of 'center ,cannot do full justice

to the types of day 'care offe,red.

For exa!'1p1e, (me type of day care

experimented wi th in recent years has been' the',:1ndustrial1y located
center.

This type of center was 1n1 t1 ated primarily for the benef1 t
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of large employers and their employees.

Denmark has experienced a

shortage of workers for a considerable period of time. Some large
employers felt they could draw in workers by having day care centers
located on the plant site. A prime consideration here, from the
social standpo1nt, was that mothers would be able to v1s1t their
ch1ldren during break per10ds. Additionally. the contr1bution of
the employer to the f1nances of the center would lower the cost of
care to the parents. Although such industrial centers do exist today,
they have generally failed to meet the anticipated benefits.
It was soon discovered that women employees with ch1ldren in
the 1ndustrial center were simply unwilling or unmotivated to give
up their break time.

We

were told by the director of one such center

that virtually no mothers have ever visited their children at the
center. Also ant1cipated as a benefit of the industrially located
care was the ease with which the mother would be able to leave her
child at the center without detouring to a day care center on her way
to work.

But many mothers commute by either bus or bicycle. and

this necessitated a long ride very early 1n the morning, often
through cold, wet weather wh1ch predominates dur1ng Denmark's long
winter.

Thirdly, it was found that children placed 1n a local neigh-

borhood center, as Opposed to an industrial center. were able to
learn more about their own community and were able to estab11sh
relationships with children whom they were able to see during weekends and after the centers closed. Aligned with this fact is the
problem that industrial day care 1s more difficult to coordinate
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with the other extensive social services d1spensed from ne1ghborhood
centers. F1nally, and certainly one of the most s1gn1f1cant f1ndings
of the experience with industrial day care. was that industry was
generally either unw1ll1ng or unable to cope with the problem of
day care. 39 Fr1ction developed between the company and employees
over day care arrangements. particularly over children placed on
wait1ng l1sts. Although 1nitially it was understood that industry
f1nanced the bulk of the cost of care not subs1dized by state and
kommune sources. an,1ndustr1al day care center we observed, operated
by a large brewery, was found to rece1ve only 54,000-57,000 Dan1sh
Kroner (approximately $9,450-$10,000, based on an exchange rate of
5.7 Dan1sh Kroner to the United States Dollar) per year. Although

the annual operating cost of th1s center was not available, one
must assume that this amoung could not account for 30 percent of
the ongoing operating costs of a center serving fifty children.

It

was further noted that the cost of care to mothers at this center
was higher, not lower. than the cost of other centers observed.
One 1s led to suspect that among the major failings of the
industrial care centers was the fa1lure by parents and 1ndustries
to

ut1lize the center in an innovative manner. Exper1mentation is

being conducted at some centers with twenty-four-hour availability
of care for chil dren whose parents work at ni ght. The center,
serving an industry which operates on.,8 full-time basis would seem
39 Ibid., p. 8.
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to be a logical choice for experimentation with twenty-four-hour
care. Although this was suggested

to

the company by the center's

staff, no funding was provided.
At this time, industrially-operated centers are still operating
and have, like most centers, long waiting lists. Although there
are numerous disadvantages as previously mentioned, industrial day
care does provide a good and convenient alternative for many workers.
Industrial centers do open earlier (the same time as the morning
work shift begins), thus eliminating the problem of time coordination
between parents' work schedules and non-industrial day care center
schedules. Newer centers are being located principally in local
neighborhoods.
competent

to

In total, industry has found that they are not

act as providers of services such as day care.

At present, parents wishing to obtain child care apply directly
to

the center desired.

Unfortunately, in spite of ambitious plans to

fully meet child care needs in Denmark, it was found that all
established centers observed had waiting lists which contained as
many children as the centers themselves.

Many centers are actually

over-enrolled, as directors have a particularly difficult time in
turning away children in particular need of care. These waiting
lists are, however, misleading.

Most parents apply at several

different centers, often before the child 1s born.

In the near

future, waiting lists for child care will be coordinated at a local
social service center. This will

~both

serve

to

give a more realistic

picture of the extent of need for child care and serve to ensure
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that high-priority, high-need children'are ,placed in the first
available
openings.
•

1;

In sunmary, there are four different ,types of

~ay .c:~re,

available

in De"-mark:~unicipal, private"leade.r,owned, and i-n·dus'trial.'

The

;'

!}lOst preval ~nt is the muni ci pally-operated center, fon,oWed by the
,

,

private

center~

The rol e of the di rector of the center is di fferent from the
United States director.

The duties require 50 percentof'the director1s
,

.

'time to be spent with the children.

l'

,

-

,

The new "trend in d~ care is to keep the., child:w1~~in his
!. •
'~el ghborhood.

The experience
with. industrial
day" care 'helped the
. .
-.
.

"Danes' recogni ze the

"

ben~fi.ts

of chil dren

stayi~g

.'

~.

~

'.'

,in, the1 r,

';,.

~wn·

kommune.

;

,,'

I,
i

CHAPTER

VJ,

FACILITIES
In,the'previous chapter, allusion'was made to the'~apid expansion of group care in Denmark since the. end ot'the second world
.'"

, .

~ar~

~;

grow~ 'may,

This
, :

"

..

'

.

~

in part, be attr,ibu;e'd ,to
- ~:' "~

.

:"" ~

,

:io~re~~ing
~

rates

",1'

of maternal employment and increased interest in ,the bas1c issues

~n ,C~l1d dev~'lopment

the:preschool·Y~ars~ None~e'le~s~

during

,~

this

accounts only for the increased. demand for c~re and no(for the
;1,
"-:'"
-,
~
-".~"*

'"

:increased nun~er of actual available places in day care cen,ters.
[he physical'expansion of day care Jaci'Hties has
.

b~en

brought about
'.

'

-

.

;through antd t10us govem,ment ,legislation in _f1nan~1ng the construction of child care'centers.
Ninety-five to 97 percent of 'the ,cost
of cons~ruction of child
.
.,

:,

~

,

:care centers ,may be obtained through' outright grants and, primary

:~nd 'secondary
\

'.

loans, subsi di zed by ,the
;:

st~,te.. 40 ':

~

ihe local Child and, Youth Welfare Co~ittee 15 're$pons1~le
}for ensuring, that, adequate 'fac1lities~x~st for chil'dr,en ~n eac~
<~

"'

neighborhood.
.

•

;'"

A result"" is that, thedevelopfi!r
proposing"new
con-'
"
".
.
- z ,.
~

'struction must deroonstrate that the needs of 'ch11dren have been
,taken, into account in planning.
~

~.

•

To meet th1$ need, developers may
1',

~

:not only subsidize the construction of day 'c,a.re ~aci1it1es and
.,

•

. ?

:i ~.

)recreation facilities but contribute to the ongo~r'lg cost ,of ~peration,
40 Gl1 1 , op. cit.,' p. ,191.

,r

a
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in some cases up to 30 percent, or virtually the entire nongovernmentally subsidized cost.
Although the size and location of most centers vary widely. the
Danes have found through experience that the optimal center is:
(a) located in the immediate neighborhood of the potential users
and (b) small in size. 41 The reasons for neighborhood location
have been discussed previously-in regard to the industriallylocated center.

The Danes have found, again simply from experience

and not research, that the day nursery should have no more than fifty
42
children.
This experience would appear to be consistent with the
findings of Prescott, et al, that raise questions about large
43
centers.
This rule, however, does not hold fast, as centers of
up to 150 children were found operating smoothly, due to 1nnovative
architectura~-

techniques.

Most child care centers are built on the same s1te as faci11t1es
for children of differing age groups.
independent but cooperat1ve.

Each facility in a s1te is

In attempt1ng to maximize the

utilization of each fac1lity, many serve one purpose dur1ng the day
and another at night.

Because of the specia11zed design of facilities

4111Spec1al Edit10n on Building and Env1ronment," Denmark Rev1ew,
(Copenhagen, 1972). p. 2.
42Wagner. IIGroup Care. II

OPe

c1 t., p. 8.

43Elizabeth Prescott, Day Care as a Child Rearing Environment.
(Washington, D.C., National Association for the Education of Young
Ch1ldren, 1972).
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for younger children. it is generally the facilities of adolescents
that serve multiple purposes. The most common example of this is
the facility which serves as a senior citizen's center during the
day and a youth recreation center at night.
Throughout their building programs, the Danish government has
relied on private enterprise for the development and construction
of these centers. Architects and psychologists have combined with
a highly-developed building industry to offer primarily prefabricated facilities at low cost. Of the centers observed, only
a small minority were operating out of facilities not expressly
designed for use as a child care center. Of that minority, one was
located in a former veteran's facility which had been extensively
remodeled for its current use. Another. operating out of vintage
World War II army barracks. was

schedul~d

for relocation into new

facilities in the near future.
When any new day care institution is to be built or an old one
remodeled, the plans must be submitted to the Ministry of Social
Affairs for approval before financing can be secured. The state
review includes evaluation by:

(I) profeSSionals in the day care

field to ensure that the social and educational needs of the children
will be met by the plan; and (2) engineers who ensure that the
regulations with regard to floor space (six square meters per child
in the preschool centers and tan square meters per child in the day
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nursery) and safety regulations are met.
will not be excessive in cost. 44

They also ensure the plan

Experimentation has been taking place over the past several
years in altering the traditional "classroom" type of design with
special emphasis on abandoning rigid designs in favor of designs
which allow for flexible use. The Ki Ta Dan System is utilized in
over two hundred day care centers in Denmark.

It was developed at

the suggestion of the Danish Ministry of Social Affairs to meet the
need for a day care'center which could be erected, moved, and altered
quickly and conveniently to meet the changing economic or program
requirements. The heart of the system is a single building with
space for fifteen to twenty children. New wings may be added, as
needed, to the basic element. Changes can be made within the unit;
all walls, heating, and plumbing can be altered according to cl1matic
speci f1cations.
The design of these units was the result of extensive research
and experimentation over a number of years, utilizing the principles
which have developed into the Danish lifestyle and style of child
care. Although Danish winters are long, cold, and wet, there exists
a strong belief in the value of extensive outdoor activity. As our
observations took place during summer months, virtually all of the
activity was conducted outside. We were told that, even during the
44 Gill,

OPe

cit., p. 189.
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most severe winter months, the children are clothed heavily and
allowed to play outside for extended periods of time.

These beliefs

have resulted in an indoor-outdoor type of construction.

The "openll

design of most centers is such that children can be free to move from
room to room, yet still be readily observable by the staff.
Since it was generally felt to be beneficial for children of
various ages to mix with each other, common play yards have been
designed.

Until quite recently, different age groups had separate

wings or suites within each center. This practice is being phased
out slowly in every preschool center observed. A later section has
been devoted to the logical conclusion of th1s idea, the "integrated
institution, in which children from infancy through adolescence are
combined in one facility and divided not into age groups, but
Ilfamily units.

II

Within the basic unit, each group of children has a su1te of
rooms which will generally consist of an all-purpose room (often
with a folding partition to divide the room when appropriate), a
workshop, toilet facilities, eating area, and possibly a kitchen
shared with another suite.
Each child has his own marked locker, towel, clothes, bed, and
so on. These are marked by his name embroidered on towels and
clothing if he can read, or a picture symbol which becomes his
identifying mark.

The locker area is generally quite large, with

sufficient room for changing many layers of clothes or diapers and
still allow ample space for the staff to converse with the parents

ll
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during the process of changing. A small director's office is also
available for meetings with parents, as well as numerous other functions.

Children suspected of developing illness, or who need temporary

removal from the group for social or psycholoical reasons, are placed
in a small

1solation-observation room.

Extended contact with these centers causes the observer to be
impressed by the obvious care which is taken to design the facilities
on a scale appropriate for the age group being served. Not only is
furniture small scale, but such i terns as 1i ght fixtures are of threequarters normal size and hang low enough that taller adults must
take care in negotiating their way about the room.

The advantages

of constructing a center expressly for child care were noted by a
staff member of a facility that had been extensively remodeled for
its present function.

Although the furniture was of appropriate

size, the rooms were large with high ce1lings, and the staff members
had encountered problems, especially with younger children, who,
awed by the size, retreated to secure positions underneath tables,
in closets, and the like.
The Danish day care center includes a number of safety features.
They are built on one level; door hinges have strips of plastic
covering the openings; the lower half of the door consists of shatterproof glass so that an adult can look to be sure that no infant is
on the other si de before opening the door; and water heaters have
an attachment which prevents the water temperature from rising high
enough

to

burn or scald a child in the building.
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Upon entering any particular suite of rooms, one is inclined
to evaluate the area as anywhere from simply cluttered to extremely
messy.

Toys are everywhere, a maze of mobiles hang from every ceil-

ing, and paintings cover every available bit of wallspace. The room
is, in fact, a creation of the children themselves.
After spending a great deal of time in American day care centers
arbitrating feuds over the use of one bicycle which must suffice
for several children, it was almost amusing to witness battles,
though relatively infrequent, over the use of one tricycle when there
existed almost one tricycle for every child at the center.

Each

center had tricycles of all shapes, sizes, and" designs, from ones
which supported infants barely able to walk to rather elaborate
affairs with detachable trailers.

The problem of sharing toys in an

environment where there was a plentiful supply for all took on new
meaning.

It was a problem inevitably solved by the simple suggestion

by a staff member that other toys of the same type were readily
available.

The great number and variety of tpys makes independent

forms of play more accessible for each child in the center.

Dependency

on staff to provide sources of activity is minimized.
Outdoor play equipment is almost universally handmade and constructured of rough logs.
old tire type.

Swings in each center observed were of the

It was said that this type of swing is the least

prone to injury of children.

The two breweries which combine to

produce virtually all of the beer consumer in Denmark recently
switched from wooden crates for the distribution of their beer to
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plastic ones.

The older wooden crates were made available at a

nominal cost. and most day care centers seem to have taken advantage
of these cases to construct open-ended and free-form structures
which serve as the basis for much outdoor play.
Play equipment in the centers is designed to allow cooperative
play but. at the same time. designed in such a way that no child is
ever" put at the mercy of another.

In line with this. it was pointed

out that play areas do not include teeter-totters. due to the
possibility of a child deciding to get off while the other child is
suspended in the air.
In spite of this. dangers to children have not been completely
eliminated from the day care centers.

We were initially surprised

to find a wrecked car located in a remote area of one of the centers.
In discussing this with a staff member. it was said that children
must learn to live with dangers which are inherent in living in the
city and that; although more lethal dangers of the car had been removed. they had no intention of removing the car.

In observing

subsequent centers. more cars were found and similar attitudes on
behalf of the staff.

When the parents' attitudes towards these

dangers was questioned, it was said that parents were accepting
of the practi ce and had not hel d the staff to blame for few ensuhg
; njuries.
In conjunction with the construction of day care centers. the
local Child and Youth Welfare Committee is also responsible for the
assurance of sufficient playground facilities. both supervised and
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unsupervised.

The population density of Copenhagen has provided a

particular problem in meeting this need.

~Among

the

innovativ~

ideas

that have been util hed in meeting this need has 'been the construction
of playgrounds located behind older

apar~ment

buildings.

To achieve

this, miscellaneous structures located behi'1d apartments have been
relOOved and the area consoli dated with that of adjacent apartments
to form an open core in the center

of~a

block of apartments.
.

.-

This

open core can then be tumedinto

~

We were not able to ascertain

exact number of such playgrounds

~he

playground and community area.

.

but were told there are"many." Potentially, each blQckof apartments could conceal a playground in its core.

CHAPTER VII
FINANCING OF DAY CARE'
Possibly among the most surprising aspects of the Danish system
of'day care is the extensi ve publ1 c subs1 dy amoynting to over
seventeen billion Kroner ($300 million) yearly.45

Total federal

, subsidy of day care in the United States amounted, to $688 million
, during the year 1971. 4'6

The Danes appear to be well aware of the

expense involved tn'providing day care of the quality desired and
cons1 deer ; t to be a sound investment.
,Public subsid.v of day care is present in virtually all aspects
: of the system of care.

In construction 'of new day care ,facil1ties

or additions to existing ones, low-cost loans are available both from
,
, 47'
private resources and from, the state. '
Property expense!? of day care 1nstit\lt10ns, including rent,
interest, tax, insurance, and ma1ntenancerelat1ng to real property
'is fully subsidized by public funds, of which four-seve,nths is
allocated by the state and three-sevenths by the tocal konmune.

48

45 StatistH: Arbog, Ope.
cit., '
p. 48.
,
46Arthur Emlen, "Day Care 'for Whom?", in Children and Decent
:People (New York, Basic Books., 1974). p. 3.

47M1ni~try

of Social Affairs of Denmark, liThe Child and ,Young
~Persons Act of 1964" (Copenhagen)~ec. 65, p~ 19:~
48Ibid., p. 20.
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Other ongoing operational costs are partially subsidized by
public funds.

The infant day nurseries and preschool child care

centers receive 35 percent of approved expenses from the state and
30 percent from the kommune.

Recreation centers, playgrounds, and

other recreational facilities receive 40 percent of ongoing operational
costs from the state and 35 percent from the kommune.

Recreation

clubs and youth clubs receive 45 percent subsidy from the state and
35 percent from the kommune. 49
Medical examinations must be given to all children involved in
a

d~

care program under the age of one year every three months, and

those over the

ag~

of one every six months.

The entire cost of

this mandatory program is subsidized by the state.
In the case of day nurseries and preschool day care centers,
the system leaves 35 percent of ongoing operational expenses to be
derived from other sources.

In a large number of centers, fees

paid by the parents on a sliding scale basis according to parental
income covers the remainder of the expense.

In centers with in-

dus tri allocations. the company will generally make some contri buti on~
Housing developers usually make

sOQ~

contribution to the expenses

of centers located in new developments.

Gifts and contributions
50
account for less than 1 percent of operating costs.
Finally, the kommune is obliged to provide for a nwnber of "free

spaces" for needy families and may further subsidize the center above
49 Ibid ., p. 21
50Statistik Arbog, p. 54.
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its obligated amount or, in some cases, make allocations directly
to

low-income families to cover the cost of care.
A few institutions which have special problems in financing

may receive additional funds from the state. An example of this
type of institution would be a day care center observed that was
housed in crcwded. former arTIlY barracks. The center was provided
with funds for an extra staff member to cope with the children in
crowded conditions and additional funds for maintenance of the
older building.
eligible for full

Institutions
p~ment

m~,

under certain circumstances, be

of operating costs, after deduction of

receipts, within the limits of a budget previously adopted by the
National Board of Social Welfare. of which four-sevenths is allocated
by the state and three-sevenths by the kommune. Arrangements such
as this are primarily intended for centers serving handicapped,
disturbed, or retarded childre~.51
Danish authorities have, until recently. felt that it is
important for a family to contribute financially to the cost of
care for their children, even if this amount is nominal.

It is

with this principle in mind that allocations are made directly to
some

nee~'families

for care rather than making an additional

allocation to the center. The government subsidy of day care
institutions was established by the Child and Young Persons Act of
1964.

In 1966, the Ministry of Social Affairs set the guidelines
5111Child and Young Persons Act,1I Ope cit., p. 81.
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for current parental contributions.

Parents with gross incomes of

over 40,000 Kroner (slightly over $7,000, based on an exchange rate
of 5.7 Kroner per 0011 ar) per year pay the "full

II

fee, accounting

for the unsubsidized 35 percent of the total cost of care.

Parents

with lesser incomes pay 25 percent or 50 percent of the ufull il fee
or, where the parents· income is below 20,000 Kroner per year,
receive free or fully-subsidized care.
IIFull" fees at centers observed during the course of th1s
study ranged from 45 to 91 Kroner ($7.89 to $15.96) per week per
child in the day nursery and 35 to 67 Kroner ($6.14 to $11.74) per
week per child in the preschool care. After school clubs and
recreation centers have one price for all. This is generally only a
nominal sum, as additional financing is derived from the kommune or
private sources.

In centers observed, the range of cost was from

20 to 42 Kroner ($3.57 to $7.37) per week in after school clubs and
10 to 100 Kroner ($1. 75 to $17.50) per ITrmth in recreation centers. 52
Special rates are applied for families with more than one child in
care.
In principal, the Danes feel that financial considerations should
not come between the parents of children in care and the staff of
the center.

For this reason, payment of fees in kommune-operated

centers 1s generally made directly to a central office or simply
passed on to the office by the day care center. We felt this to
52See appendi x.
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be a healthy practice.
financial matters.

The staff remained uninvolved in all

Both staff and parents seemed to prefer this method

of payment, which aided in eliminating discomfort over financial
status.
Each day care center prepares its own accounting report.

This

is submitted to the local Child and Youth Welfare Committee for
review.

It is also received by a local accountant not connected to

the Child and Youth Welfare COI1l11ittee in any way.

It is then submitted

to the state, where'it is reviewed by centralized computer accounting
procedures.

A fixed tolerance for deviation from established expense

norms is set, and institutions which deviate beyond these norms are
investigated to determine why.

The computer is also used to project

future cost estimates for use by the kommunes and institutions, as
well as the state.
Due to the complex system of subsidies, differences in living
costs. lifestyles. and the recent wide fluctuation of both the
United States Dollar and the Danish Kroner. the true cost of day
care in Denmark is almost impossible

to

determine; however. in the

fiscal year 1969-70, 17. 184,400.000 Kroner (slightly over $300,000 8
000) was allocated to the support of day care in Denmark.

Of this

amount. 230.700.000 Kroner was derived from state funding, and
53
186.600,000 was from local sources.
53Statistik Arbog, OPe cit., p. 58.
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Of somewhat more 1mportance to the funct1oning. of day care in

~ Denmark 1s the fact that this system of financing is relatively
"stable.

None of the centers studied perceived themselves to, be in

. any danger of 1osing, funding.

No pa~nts worried 'about having to

'find' a new center for: their child should the center the child is
" currently enrolled 1n be forced to clos,e •. 'No staff members .are
.

.

,: given any cause to doubt that they woul d be pai d regularly.

The

: importance of the psychological effect ortallthose persons involved
in this stable system of subsidy cannot be underestimated.

CHAPTER VIII
THE TYPES OF DAY CARE
To thiS po:int, centers have been referred to in such tenns as
the "infant day nursery~" "preschoo1 day care centers~U and so on.
In p~vious chapters, material has generally referred to aspects
. comroon to all fonns of care.

In this ,chapter, the

typ~s

of centers

will be broken down and individual types of care discussed.

I. THE VUGGESTRUE
,The infant day nursery '(or creche) 'will be referred ·to as the
IIvuggestrueli (plural, IIvuggestruenll).

The ideas'behind the

, vuggestrue should be distinguished from programs in o'ther countries
,

'

, whi ch serve the infant from bi rth to the age of three years.
The Danes found that one of the most important keys to the
'

'-..

.

'suc.cess of provision of care at all age l,eve1s was the prov1sion of
.

'adequate staff.

.

The VL\gges true is di vi ded into three age groups.

,each with its own staffing ratio and specialized s~tting.
'In the youngest group (age

~o

to ten months), a chi1d-to-staff

ratio of four to one is mandated·with·an ,optimal ratio of two to one
during play and eating periods .•

In the second group (age ten to

'; ei gh teen mon ths), the ch i1 d- to-s ta if ra ti 0 is fi ve to 'one wi th an
,:optimal ratio of two and one-half ~o one during eating and play.
The oldest group has a mandated 'ratio ,of te~ to one and an optimal
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ratio of five to one during eating and play.54 Much of the time spent
in observation for this study was during the months of July and early
August when most Danes take their vacations (a full month1s vacation
is standard).

During this period, it was found that virtually all of

the centers observed were operating with a child-to-staff ratio of
two to one.
The vuggestrue itself is divided, in most cases, into three
suites.

For the youngest group of children, a suite consists of two

primary rooms equipped with cradles or bassinets suspended from the
ceiling so that they

m~

be gently and easily rocked. Cradles,

perambulators. and any other places where a child spends a good deal
of time, are equipped with colored mobiles in primary colors and
basic shapes.

Bottles filled with colored water and other visual

stimulae are placed about the room.
As soon as a child is able to crawl. he is put either on a
large pillow or a soft mat on the floor.

He is then surrounded with

soft toys which. again, are colorful and shaped in various

w~s.

There is a seemingly endless variety of toys to creep into, push
around, pull, and roll, as well as swings, floor walkers, and
pillows to prop up immobile children in order that they may be able
to view what activity is going on around them.
The toys that are available to a child both at home and at
the center differ from those available in the United States in their
54Wagner, IIGroup Care,1I

OPe

cit., p. 10.
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particular emphasis on the development of creative imagination and
fantasy.

Toys of predetermined use are avoided as being detrimental

to the development of creativity.

Scrap wood, cartons, and other

refuse material are widely utilized as craft and play mediums.

Al-

though with the rising standard of living in Denmark many Danish
children are given more toys, there exists a tendency toward a belief
in spurring a child's imagination through avoiding the imposition
of structured play by use of functionally open-ended toys.

Children

are encouraged to bring a toy or some item from home to the center
to help ease the transition from home to center.
Individual differences in children are taken into consideration
to the maximum extent possible.

Although all infants may have their

solid feeding at about the same time or nap around the same general
period, the infant who needs the most rest is put down first and
taken up last.

Milk feeding is on demand and the infant is always

held for the feeding.

Food for infants is prepared by a cook at the

center, and the formula for each night's feeding is given to the
parents when the child is picked up.
One may note, at this point, the striking differences between
the Danish vuggestrue and the cretch in Soviet Bloc countries,
another model for large-scale group care.

In Czechoslovakia, for

example, development is stressed along predetermined lines of normal
development.

The Danish form of care stresses individual freedom
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to develop along the ch1ld's own lines. as indicated in individualized feed1ngs. 55
Infants throughout Denmark take their naps out of doors under
a covered area in all types of weather. Where this 1s impossible,
the child sleeps in a room with all of the windows open.

They

sleep most often in their perambulators (perambulators appear to be
far more prevalent than in the United States) or special cribs under
down-filled comforters.

The Danes universally agree that this

practice builds the infant's resistance to disease, particularly
colds, and promotes sound sleep.
The vuggestrue is not a universally accepted form of care in
Denmark at this time and is, more often than for care of older
children, chosen out of necessity rather than for its benefits to
the child. Many of the questions about such care which plague
Americans are still raised in Denmark. A primary question is
whether day care programs for infants interfere with the attachment
needs for a mothering f1gure of the 1nfant at a cr1tical developmental per10d so as to affect a later incapacity for close relationships or, more spec1f1cally, will the vuggestrue interfere with
56/
the attachment to the natural parents.
55Marsden Wagner and Mary Wagner, "Day Care in Denmark and
Czechoslovakia" in Resources for Dec1sionmaking in Day Care, (Washington, Off1ce of Child Development, 1970), p. 34.
56Ruth Iverson, IIImpressions of Differences Between Danish and
American Child Rearing and Child Psychology," (unpublished, 1959).
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A family day care supervisor noted that the continued popularity
of family day care may. in part. be explained by this same general
question in the minds of many parents. To offset this, the staff
of the vuggestruen were, until approximately five years ago,
di rected to wear white uni fonns resenDl1ng nurses' uni fonns and
encouraged not to touch the infants or do anything which would
cause them to compete with the natural mother for the child's
attention.

This practice was abandoned with the recognition of the

phenomenon of IIhospital1sm, whi ch appeared to occur in simil arly
57
sterile situations.
Currently, a staff member will take primary
II

responsibility for two or three infants and will almost enllessly
have one of those infants in arm, playing and talking. An emphasis
is put on a maximum of interaction with both staff and, when
appropriate, with peers. Although a child may interact with several
adults and children. he has the opportunity to return to a single,
stable. adult figure.
For the purposes of this study. the question remains unanswered
as to how the close contact of the infant with a surrogate mother
affects his attitude toward the natural parents. The Danes appear
convinced that this type of care is not only acceptable but desirable
in many cases.

They feel that the pressures from which the family

is relieved by the availability of such care are, in themselves,

beneficial.

They note that often a child is able to build a closer

57Rene Spitz, "Hospital1sm: An inquiry into the genesis of
psychiatric conditions in early childhood," Psychoanalytic Studies of
th~ Child, I, pp. 53-74.
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relationship with the mother due to the fact that she spends less
actual time with the child and, hence, values that time more and
carries a more positive attitude toward their relationship.
In the toddlers room, the scene is somewhat different. As the
children master walking skills, they are presented with more large
motor coordination activities. Tricycles and hobby horses appear.
Snacks and lunch are eaten at tables with attached chairs. Toddlers,
under close staff supervision, begin to feed themselves. They now
take naps on cots which fold out from the wall and are replaced
during play time to provide floor space. The lunch hour that the
authors observed in the toddlers room left us pleasantly surprised.
The noise level was low.

Each child sat in his seat, and the adults

sat near the children's table. Conversation took place before the
meal arrived. The staff served the fool, and each child willingly
ate with silverware. When the meal was finished, the children sat
at the table for a few more minutes, and then without reminders from
the staff, went into the bathroom area and prepared for naps.

(Un-

dressing. brushing teeth. and toileting.) Most centers observed
provided some sort of soft toy for the children to nap with. Those
children unable to sleep are allowed to play quietly with their toy.
In the oldest subgroup, equipment is again planned with a great
deal of awareness of child development. The chairs are not attached
to tables for eating. Arts and crafts activities become increasingly
available at this point. They seem to hang from everywhere. Materials
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for activities are stored primarily on open shelves, where they are
easily accessible to the children.

The children themselves are given

virtual free rein to move about the fac1lity, including out of doors,
at will.
It is during this period that the largest nll11ber of children
are learning toilet training. Toilet training is undertaken in line
with cultural attitudes which indicate that one must wait until a
child is llready" to understand the meaning of toilet training. 58
This 1s presumed to occur at about age two, when the child can walk
and talk.

There is little direct pressure put on the child.

It was

said that the few children who do not catch on, do so as soon as they
enter a center for preschoolers, where every child is toilet trained,
and they can observe others and be assisted by staff; e.g., naptime.
Hence, toilet training is not a particularly emotionally-charged
issue~but

rather one which is viewed with a large amount of tolerance

and patience. with the understanding that the child will become
toilet trained but only when ready.

Toilet training was never

mentioned by staff as a problem.
Children are taken out for walks almost daily in groups of
anywhere from two to ten children.

Emphasis here is put on

familarizing the child with his neighborhood, the people who live
in it. and the activities wh1ch take place there. Staff members
rarely leave the center to purchase supplies without taking some
58 Iverson. op. cit., p. 4.
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children along. On any given day, in any given neighborhood, one
may observe groups of vuggestrue children out for a walk or ride in
their perambulators.
In the initial phases of the development of current vuggestruen
programs, it was believed that the staff responsible for the care of
infants were in need of less training than those caring for older
children.

In line with this, they were given a one-year training

program (deemed useless by several vuggestruen directors). where
staff working with older children were given three years' training.
It was, in fact, realized by the Ministry of Social Affairs that those
caring for infants were in need of more tra1ning than the others.
Vuggestruen staff currently being educated are thus enrolled in a
three-year program.

(See chapter on the Seminarium.)

Of significant interest to the child care workers we spoke with,
both in this program and the preschool program, was the length of
the child's day at the center. Child caring staff at several centers
spontaneously volunteered that nine to ten hours per day 1n group care
seemed to be too long for children of th1s age. The problem is
compounded by a few mothers who bring their children 1n as early as
possible and pick them up as late as possible to maximize the amount
of time they do not have to cope with their children. There are
half-day programs at most centers for children whose mothers may
not work. This program is encouraged by those who see this to be
the ideal amount of time, from a developmental standpoint. to spend
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hagen Kommune established the fi rst formal. government-sponsored
system of family day care in Denmark.

By 1972, 170 of the 250

kommunes in Denmark had established family day care programs caring
for 14,000 children. A great number of these programs were established in rural areas where group care often required traveling long
distances to reach a center. 59
In addition to the aforementioned reasons for family day care,
other advantages to families were expressed by child care staff and
administrators. Although probably to a lesser extent than in the
United States (due to the long-standing program of group care on a
large scale 1n Uenmark). many famil1es prefer family day care to

r.

group care for personal reasons. They may wish their child to be
with only one surrogate mother or value the more personal relationship both they and their child can have with a provider responsible
for the care of only a few children.

Of prime consideration in the

establishment of family day care programs was the removal of the
financial transaction between the parent and provider. As 1n group
care. there is a feeling that financial considerations can only
serve to impede the relationship of the parents and provider and
lower the quality of care.

Finally, the importance of the security

and assurances provided by a supervised system of care was expressed.
59Marsden Wagner and ~1ary Wagner, "Family Day Care in Denmark,
(Washington. Office of Child Development), p. 1.
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Family day care through such supervised programs is only available until the age of three in the Copenhagen Kommune.

At that age

it is felt that the establishment of re1at10nships with peers 1s
important enough that group care is indicated for the promotion of
sound development. As w1th group care, the waiting list for family
day care is long.

In Copenhagen, 750 children are in placement and

600 more are on the waiting list.

Mothers anticipating the need for

care may sign up as soon as they find they are pregnant and call
back each month to reconfirm the need for care.

The Ministry of

Social Affairs' current attitude 1s that the type of day care
selected should not be affected by a family's ability to pay, hence
the cost of family day care to the parents is scaled so as to be
approximately equivalent to the cost of group care and is determined
by a sliding scale of fees according to the parents' income. All
financial transactions are made through the family day care office
and never between parent and provider.
It is felt in Denmark that there is a certain group of children
for whom family day care 1s clearly superior to group care. These
are children under the age of three who are considered to be at
high risk from a developmental standpoint. 60 These children,
generally referred to the programs by physicians, social workers,
public health nurses. parents, and others. are frequently babies of
unwed mothers, broken homes, or homes with some known pathology
60 Ibid ., p. 1.
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(homes with retarded or disturbed siblings or an alcoholic parent
are examples).

Children of student-parents, of low-income families,

or children with chronic illnesses may also be included in this group.
Whereas the waiting list for family day care is long, these highrisk children are given first priority and generally are not forced
to wait.
Children with physical handicaps and behavior problems are
also considered to fare better in family day care. All exceptional
children are placed'only in specially identified homes capable of
caring for the child.

In eopenhagen, 100 out of 600 homes are approved

for the care of the high-risk child.

Providers 1n these homes

frequently have had previous training and experience in child care.
They are often former group care workers.

Regrettably, the Oanes

have no data to substantiate their belief that family day care is
superior for the care of high-risk children.
Recruitment of family day care providers is achieved through
radio. television, notices in public areas, and, to a great extent,
through word of mouth.

Potential providers who contact the family

day care office are given a brochure describing the program and an
address card to complete. Before any further action is taken.
health and police records are screened.

If all is well, an interview

is scheduled in the provider's home. The home is inspected for size
and cleanliness. but primary emphaSis is put on the attitude of the
provider.
comes:

In considering the situation, the primary question be-

Will this home be appropriate as a placement for one child
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on the waiting list? It is readily acknowledged that what is
appropriate for one child may not be for another.

To emphasize the

point, we were taken to the apartment of a provider located in the
center of Copenhagen's

II

red lightll district.

On arrival, the door

was open; there were both children and adults parading through the
apartment.

The provider herself was physically huge and radiated

tremendous warmth.

It was said that her apartment was always like

tithe central train station!! and inevitably in disarray.

The provider

cared for, among others, the children of prostitutes who left their
chi 1dren before going out to work.

No chil dren had ever been

referred to this provi der by the program; she prov1 ded all her own
referrals.

Those who did receive care from her were pleased with

the chaotic type of care she was able to provide.

It is acknowledged

that the ideal day care setting is not the same for all children

.

and parents. Any inspection of a home is made with all 700 children
on the waiting list in mind, although the provider may seek approval
of her home and work out her own arrangements with families.

Socio-

economic considerations weigh heavily not only in the inspection but
in the final matching of children and parents with providers. The
matching of child to provider is done by the dagpleje worker (supervisor) in charge of the specific area.

The parent and provider, however,

have final say on the matching.
The family day care program also maintains an open attitude
toward innovative fonlls of family day care. Arrangements have been
approved in which both a husband and wife were certified for the
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care of children.

Of particular benefit in this type of arrangement

is the presence of a male role modeling figure.

Every effort is made

to place children whose fathers are absent either in this type of an
arrangement or one in which the husband of the provider 1s home
during the day.

A second innovative arrangements, the tl min1-vigges-

true,lI involves a group of parents who band together and find one or
two provi ders who work in the home of one of the paren ts. These two
types of family day care arrangements have proved quite successful,
and both parents and providers are encouraged to both extend their
use and discover new types of arrangements.
Once the inspection of the potential provider's home is complete
and information concerning the provider is compiled, it is submitted
to a central office, together with a recommendation for approval or
disapproval, for confirmation. Should a potential provider be
disapproved, the applicant is told that there are no appropriate

~

children for placement in her area. rather than telling the potential
provider that she 1s inappropriate.

Perhaps this is d1shonest. but

it is also easier for the supervisor and easier for the potential
provider to acaept.

Approval is init1ally made for only a thirteen-

week period, during which the provider is closely supervised and
evaluated.
tion.

There are no spec1al educational requirements for selec-

Women chosen are generally between twenty-one and f1fty-five

years of age.

Experience with th1s program indicates that this age

range yields providers with both sufficient maturity and sheer
physical strength to cope with infant care.

Preference is given to
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workers. The focus of initial negotiations concerned increases in
vacation benefits (raised from 9.2 to 10 percent of the gross earnings).

Current negotiations on the second contract are aimed at

gaining regular cost of living adjustments in salaries.
The family day care supervisors appear to be the essential
element in the success of the family day care program. There are
ten superv1sors 1n the Copenhagen Kommune program, each superv1sing
a caseload of thirty-five to forty homes. The superv1sors may come
from a varie~y of back-rounds, but the most common one 1s that of a
child care worker in a vuggestrue.
While currently the supervisors work from a central off1ce in
Copenhagen, plans are underway to locate the supervisors in local
offices 1n the districts they serve.

The supervisors are available

at the office from eight to n1ne each morn1ng to take calls from
both prov1ders and parents.

Much of the remainder of the day 1s

spent v1siting the providers' homes.

Should a day care mother be-

come ill or otherwise unable to care for the children assigned to
her, she may call in before nine o'clock, and a substitute provider
is located.

Substitutes are drawn from e1ther prov1ders whose assign-

ed children are ill or on vacation or from providers approved for
more ch11dren than they actually have in care.
Should a child become ill, the parents may call the supervisor
and, if necessary, a homemaker service is arranged.

Should a child

become ill during the day, the provider is instructed to immediately
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call the child's mother to discuss the situation.

In fact, due to

the generally close relationship between parents and providers, the
child may stay at the provider's home in spite of most illnesses.
The initial meeting of the day care provider and the parents
and child to be placed occurs at the provider's home with the family
day care superv1sor present.

When the appointment is made, the

parents of the child are told the block in which the provider lives
but not the house.

This is done to insure that the parents will

not meet the provider until the supervisor is there to introduce
them. The meeting generally begins wi th the supervi sor s expl anal

tion of the si tuations of both the family and the provi der and an
explanation of program policy and procedure. The discussion then
turns to a familiarization process and questioning of the supervisor.
The supervisor then leaves to allow the two parties to further
acquaint themselves. Should either party be dissatisfied with the
arrangement, they are encouraged to contact the supervisor. and new
arrangements are made.

Initial screening and supervision of the

contacts make dissatisfaction at th1s point rare.
The day care provider makes a "surprise u v1sit to each provider's
home tw1ce a month.

Th1s requirement is made exp11cit to the pro-

viders from the start and, hence, few prov1ders are unsettled by
these visits.

In accompanying one supervisor on approximately ten

"surprhe visits, ltwas found that we were wannly received in
ll

every home.
occasion.

The visit almost invariably took on the air of a social
The providers appeared particularly anxious to "show off"
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their children to foreign visitors.

The rapport between this

particular supervisor and the providers in her caseload was close.
The supervisor's primary function in these visits appeared to be a
provider of moral support and advice in coping with a broad range
of problems not necessarily associated with the provision of care.
The family day care program is not solely a service to the
families and children served, but is also a service to the providers
who are given the opportunity to exercise and be paid for special
Skills in child care without being called upon to work outside of
the home.

The majority of the family day care providers may be

grouped into three basic types, according to their reasons for
entering the field.

The first type of provider has infants of her

own and feels that the care of extra children would require only a
small amount of extra exertion.
of her own in school.

The second type of mother has children

She wants extra money of her own but wants to

be at home, available to her own children, and does not want a full
eight-hour day in an office or factory.

The final type of provider

is the older mother whose children are grown and desires substitute
children.

In practice, no one type of motivation may characterize

a superior provider.

Most providers are motivated by a combination

of the above circumstances.
Although there is no special training given to day care providers prior to starting in such a career, there is a program of
inservice training.

In smaller kommunes, this may consist of day

care providers meeting with their supervisors once a month.

In the
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Copenhagen kommune. the program has been formalized into the evening
schoo lsys tern.

As ixty-nine-hour course for day care providers has
"

been developed.

The provi ders attend the class one,: ni ght a week for

three hours over the course of five, ;months.
.

cover subjects whichinclude·.legal

Offferent authori ti es

responsibiHtie,s'·~nd

child law.

child health. nutrition. first aid. growth and development. creative
61
play. and parent interaction.
Another recent innovation in the inservfce training program
for day care mothers' is the ·holidaycamp.

The kOlll1lunesponsors and

arranges for a g!'Oupof day care providers tos pend. a week in the
country with their own preschool children and thei.r'day care
children.

Five or six day care providers. with

~welve

to fifteen

children. stay together with their supervisor, a grOup child care
worker:. and'two assistants.

During the day, the child care worker

and her assistants care for.the children While the day careprov.iders
and the superv1sor see educational films, have discuss'19nSt and
relax.

The camp provides the opportu'1ity for the sypervisor to

intensively observe the day care provider and·the children.
Having'briefly discussed the structure
Qf,the
kOlll1lune-operated
-.
.

'.

family day care ,program. we· will summarize both

adva.nt~ges

and

liabilities of such a system.
Advantages include:
"

1.

The close approximation of a normal home environment in the
61Wagner, IIFamily Day Care,lI op • cit., p. 9.
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family day care home.

This is particularly relevant to children

whose own home environnent is lacking; e.g., in supervision and care.
2.

A smaller likelihood of contracting communicable diseases.

3.

The opportunity for children of fatherless homes to observe and

interact with a paternal figure in the provider's family.
4.

The close contact between parents and providers.

the opportunity to learn from the experienced

d~

Parents are given

care provider.

5. Greater flex1bility in child care should an emergency arise.
For example, the child may stay overnight in the provider's home should
the necessity arise.
6. A family day care home system can expand exceedingly fast without
large expenditures for new faCilities, utilizing a reservoir of
caretakers already in existence.
7.

The provision of care for parents who prefer family caee or

children who may be expected to benefit from family care as opposed to
group care for physical, social, or emotional reasons.

In these

cases there is some measure of assurance of quality care.
Liabilities include:
1.

The greater likelihood of moving a child from one home to another,

particularly when the provider is working on an initial thirteenweek contract.

This occurs in spite of close inspection of the

homes, ongoing supervision. subsidized wages, and careful matching
of the provider and child.
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2.

Family day care cannot provide the flexibility of staff within

the setting possible, within the group care setting.
3.

Family day care entails

alesse~

degree of certainty regarding

Provi ders" are not tr~i ned to the

the qual1 ty :of care provi ded.
extent that group workers are.
4.

Physical facilities, in spite of the program's supply of

equipment for theprov; der, are not as extensive as in the group
care center.
5.

The child in family day care 'tends to have less !contact with

peers, especially in a situation in which tbe proviqer has no
,

preschool chi 1dren of her own.
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.

Clearly, more data will be necessary

~o

fully evaluate the

effectiveness of government-sponsored family day ca~ ,progra.ms,
particularly in regard to the care of high-risk children.

Of

particular note, however, is that a system of. family day care with
government subsidy and supervision has . been establ1s!hed
and is
" .
"

,

- : ;

functioning reasonably effectively on a largescale.. Parents,
.

-

.

'1'

children, providers, and supervisors all express the'ir satisfaction
"

. -.

and fundamental belief 1n.. the concepts of the progr~m.I f .for no
other reason than the

gr~at

demand for fam; ly' care, ·:1t is clear

that such an operatio,n has a valid place in the Dani'~h system of
chil d care.'.
62

Ibid., p. 12.
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III.

THEBjiRNEHAVE

As noted previously, the vast majority of care' given to threeto seven-year-old children is carried out in the' group center.
It :is felt that the three-year-old child is 'beginning to develop
social contacts with peers outside the family at th'is age.

The

brlmehave (referred to previously in this paper and in other
works as the IIkindergarten ll or IIpreschool center ll ),is far more
cOll1T1On in urban than rural areas. ' Approxi l11ately 25, percent of
all children in the three- to s~ven-year-age :range are cared for·
in the'bji'mehavn (plural)" but in metropolitan Copenhagen, the
63
percentage is more th~n double the national
figUre.
.
,

B,dmehavn are, like the vuggestruen, open from; six a.m.
until six p.m.

As more children in the bdrnehave have non-working

mothers, most programs have chi ldren who attend on
basis.

None of the institutions

d~scussed

~

half-day

in this paper are ,part

of the Danish educational system (they are under the Ministry of
Social Affairs rather than the Ministry. of Education) and, seemingly
to emphasize the poi~t, are rarely located adjacent'"ta public schools.
Parti cul arly at the b_mehave level, child care workers emphasize'
that they are
in no way -a Ilschool."
" .
tution, not educational.

Day care: is a social insti-

At ti~s, we would mistakenly refer to

the groups of chil dren as Ilclasses. II whi ch caused the chil dcare
63Statistik Arbog, op.-cit.
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workers to remind us that they were not a school and, therefore,
did not have classes.
The vuggestrue and b;rnehave are frequently located adjacent
to one another and are of s"imllar design.

the

b~rnehave

Like the vuggestrue,

is divided into suites of rooms, but each suite is

designed to accommodate a maximum of twenty children rather than
ten or twelve.
is ten to one.

Mandated child-to-staff ratios in the b;rnehave
64

Observations for this study indicated that a

group of twenty children at this age level are supervised by one
fully-trained child care worker, one untrained worker, and one
student assigned to the center on a full-time basis as part of the
practical experience component of his education.
Unlike the vuggesture, the groups of children in the b_rnehave are rarely divided according to age, and activities in the
b_rnehave differ greatly from those in the vuggestrue.

Especially

during the summer, when the weather is good and the children can
play out of doors, much of the day is spent in free play.

Group

activities (directed and undirected) include singing games, circle
games, painting and crafts projects, story reading, and reading
readiness activities.

Particular attention is paid both to the

development of vocabulary and encouragement of fantasy play.
Where tri ps for the chil dren in the vuggestruen are primarily
oriented to the immediate neighborhood, the older children in the
64Wagner. IIGroup Care. II

OPe

ci t.
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b~meha~e are taken into the larger conmunity to v:lsit.industry,
the countryside, etc.

Each year the children are given the op-

portunity to spend a week at sUll1l1er· camp as a group wi th thei r
chi 1d care sta ff.
Routines vary widely from center to center, but generally the
only fhed act1vi ties during the day are meals and•. in some cases ,
naps.

In most centers, children are given a "ch<?lce 'as to whether

they would like to nap, but no attractive actfvfties' go on during
the nap time so that

chil~renwill

not .be drawn away from naps
.

by activity.

'

After lunch one aftemoon!~,~e observed,child care

workers respond to requests for certain records·to be played .• and
~~

also certain games to be gotten off shel ves'.' Much equipment was
provided (I believe some of it for our benefit), and children

-

,

were free to pi ck an acti vi ty, or 9P into another room, or do
nothing.

Schedules are almost unknQwn in Danish, day' care.

At one

center, a schedule had been established, only to be :abandoned
shortly 'thereafter as unmanageable
.
...andrestrictive.
,
.

IV.

'

'.

PROGRAMS FOR SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN.

Al though the pri mary focus of this work is on programs for
the care of preschool children, one must realize that the vuggestrue.
dagpleje (family day care), and bfn1ehave programs c9mprise only
a part of the total program of non-r~sidentialcare for children.
Because of thi s, techniques developed fo·r the care of. school age
chi 1dren have been uti 11 zed in the care of younger

.,

c~i1

dren and vi ce
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All of the programs are carried out un~er the auspices of

versa.

the MinJstry of Social Affairs and share a great nUl!1ber of common
aspects.
After school programs for children ages seven to fourteen
are divided into two main groups: . the recreation center (fritidshjem) and the recreation .club (fritidsklubber).
.

The r(:!creat10n

,

center 1s, to a larger extent than the bfmehave,

1~tend(:!d

for

children from socially and educationa.1ly disadvantaged home
...

conditions, such as the case in which the mother is often employed,
and the home, often toq small, offers poor opportuni·ties for
children's activities.
shortag~

Denmark has been plagued bya housing

since the end of World War II, and living quarters are, in

major cities, generally apartmentstoosmal1- to allow for free
play.

In addition, one must take into account the long winters,

increasing traffic, urban streets, and public squares which are
becoming progressively less suitable as playgrounds .for children.
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Recreation centers have facilities for occupying children
in various sorts of work and play. :Each after school group has
about twenty children assiQned to one director.

They have a "home ..

room" whi ch serves as a free pl ay r'9om and,wh1 ch they may decorate
as they wish.

They are allowed free run of the faci·lit1es.

They

mi\Y choo.se alllJng a number of crafts; a woodworking room, metal
65 Toft , op. cit.

t

p. 30.
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shop, ceramics, and painting, each staffed by a specialist who
may be a practicing craftsman employed by the cent~ron a parttime basis;

Recreation rooms include ping"po~g' and pool tables,
,

...

A

other table games and chai rs for lounging,

"

a~d

a snack bar.

Kitchen facilities are available for those so inclined.

There is

a library room where children can .study,read, or simply be alone.
No child is coerced into studying, but staff are available for
tutoring by request.

In centers aajacent tovuggestruen and

b,rnehavn, the older children may visit or assist.w'1th the younger
children!66
Since yirtually all Danish primary schools are run on staggered or double sessions, the recreation center is open for- a full day,
caring for children both before and after sch'ool.
are required to check in and out, generally with

the children
th~

director,

and a chart shows their school schedule so that, should a child
not show up'at the center when not in school, action can betaken

to locate him.

Recreati on centers carry the responsibi1i ty of

accounting for the whereabouts of the childdiJr1ng
that his parents are working.

~he

period

Eighty percent of thJ children in

recreation centers are under the age of eleven years. Older
.
67
ch1ldren prefer the freer form of care -1n the'recreation club • .
66 Toft • op. ci t., p. 28.

67 Ibi d •. , p. 30.
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Recreation clubs do not require the child to check in or out.
They may come and go as they please.

These clubs are generally

run in conjunction with a youth club for older adolescents and
normally have a larger variety of occupational facilities.
Recreation centers and clubs are staffed by trained workers
who have undergone education along the same lines as the vuggestruen
and btrnehavn staff, but in separate schools which emphasize work
with older children.
Included in the classification of youth clubs is the scrammelespladen, a term which is often translated into lIadventure playground.
The literal translation, IIjunk playground,lI seems to come closer
to capturing the spirit of the scrammelespladen.

It is, to the

greatest extent, constructed and controlled by the children.
Buildings designed and constructed with the help of engineers,
architects, and craftsmen are made largely with surplus and scrap
material from construction sites.

The children determine what kinds

of facilit1es they want and part1c1pate 1n both the des1gn and
construction.

The result is that the scrammelespladen consists

of one main rustic building housing the office, kitchen and crafts
rooms, and animals. The remainder of the construction consists
of small shacks used like clubhouses, a campfire area, large ships
and rockets, towers, recreations of ancient Nordic huts, and anything else that the children fantisize.
The center observed is open from seven a.m. to e1ght p.m.
and is used by 150 children, supervised by a staff of ten.

The

1I
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children range in age from seven to eighteen years.

They pay a

12 Kroner ($2.10) initiation fee and 10 Kroner per month.

The

club receives almost the total non·governmentally subsidized
portion of its operating budget from the developer of the apartment
complex adjacent to the scrammelespladen.

Government subsidy

for scrammelespladen is identical to that of the recreation club.
Animals often playa large role in the scrammelespladen.
The center visited included several horses, goats, pigs, chickens,
ducks, and rabbits.
grounds.

>

Many of the animals had free run of the

Although children were expected to take full care of

the animals, a full·time staff member was assigned to assure their
care when the children were negligent.

Children were allowed to

"buY" a rabbi t for a small fee p1 us a nominal monthly amount to
cover the cost of the food.
feeding of the animal.

They are responsible for the care and

Recently, the community had been outraged

when it was discovered that the animals sometimes went for long
periods without care should a child lose interest.

Notwithstanding,

the children do share in a great deal of the upkeep of both the
animals and the facility.
This is one of twelve such playgrounds in Denmark; however,
the concept of allowing children to build villages out of scrap
materials has been integrated into the programs of many day care
centers.

Indeed, virtually all centers make extensive use of all

fonns of scrap mater; als for numerous act1v1 ties.
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V.

THE INTEGRATED INSTITUTION

Among the most recent innovative concepts in Danish day care
is the Uintegrated institution, in wflich children of all ages
U

are cared for in mixed "familyll groups in a single institution.
Observations and interviews were taken from one of only four
such Uintegrated" centers in Denmark.

The center observed had

become integrated not so much by philosophical bias as by the
architecture of the existing facility.

The center itself is

located in a suburb of Copenhagen. The building is approximately
five years old but differs radically from the Ki Ta Dan system of
prefabricated architecture. The basic structure is that of a
huge central room with suites of rooms around the periphery.

The

central room is awesome. approximately one hundred fifty feet
square wi th a th1 rty- to forty-foot-hi gh cei 11 ng.

The effect is

that of enabling outdoor types of play indoors during the winter.
In order to justify the expense of such a structure, it was
necessary to design the facility to accommodate approximately one
hundred fifty children.

Initially, the program had established

separate programs for different age groups within the same building;
the children themselves began to mingle.
The program was integrated during a gradual process.

The only

children excluded from the integration process were the infants
too young to walk.

It was felt that these infants demanded

specialized facilities that could not be provided for each group.
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Nevertheless, older children have shown a good deal of interest
','

in the infants and spend a· considerable amount of t1mecaring
'for them.
The remainder of the rooms include toddlers to age fourteen.
The purp~se is to recreate-the family. unit.' 'Older children model
behavior to younger ones and',in tum, learn 'from t~e experience.
EacH room has approximately twenty. chi ldren, inc1 uding a few hal fday children and older children in either before- or after-school
care, so that the rooms wHl have approximatelYififteen
children
.
.
.'

present. at anyone time.
Caring for such a wide range of children presents some problems.
Few activities at th~ integrated center include all ages at one
time, but few act1v1 ties in any day care center in DenmarK involve
the entire group.

Older children can be drawn into ,younger child-

ren's activities as supervisors, while younger children
can observe
.
,

~,

what the older children are able to do in their own activities.
This particular center is blessed with a wealth of resource
ar~as for activities.

One ,full-time staff member is' assigned to

the scralt11lelespladen area.

Another is in charge .ofa dramatics

area, where the children may dress.in costumes for fantasy play,
give stage plays, or pup.pet shows.

~

'"

There is an. auditorium capable

of seating the entire center'spopul afion for shows:g1 ven by
theater arts and mus ic students from the: UniversJ ty of Copenhagen.
There is a tremendous terraced

fl~er

garden.
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Outdoor play areas a~e divid~d into threebas1c sections .
.'

'i

f

One oL these sections 1s oriented to the play of th'~ infants.
Equi pment incl udes a number of, 1arge (:1 fmbing s'truc'tures.
,

.

,

..

jl.

One,

slide is-capable
ofseating"fhe
children' .
at:once and-sending
.
.
~

them into

~

",..\",

a~ sandbox ap~roxi~ate1r, .twentY-fi ve -feet ~9uare.

CHAPTER IX
THE PAEDIGOGUES AND THE PROGRAM
It becane apparent after observing only a few centers that

the answer to success of the program of group day care in Denmark
lay, to a large extent, in the quality of the child care workers.
Denmark produces 600 fully-trained child care workers
(paedigogues) yearly from fourteen schools, each specializ1ng 1n
e1ther work with 1nfant. preschools, or older children. Much to
their

dism~,

the paedigogues· status 1s not equivalent to that

of teachers, who are univers1ty graduates. However, paedigogues
are the acknowledged experts in their field, so much so that they
tend to ignore the parents of their children, as will be discussed
1ater.
Untrained child care workers receive about 3,500 Kroner per
month (about $615). Seminarium-trained paedigogues receive only
about 10 percent more, 3,800 Kroner ($667), raised to 4,000 Kroner
($702) per month after two years of experience. The incentive
to education rests not so much 1n the additional salary, which

is only slightly higher, as 1t does 1n the fee11ng that training
represents a commi tment to a career 1n chil d care.
The Danish centers make extensive use of volunteers and
trainees assigned to work at a center as part of their practical
experience. Many of the volunteers are military conscientious
objectors working in the center as an alternative to military
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service. They are paid by the military.

One center had been

located immediately adjacent to an apartment complex for senior
citizens, hoping to draw the senior citizens into the program of
the center. The plan was abandoned when it was found that the
senior citizens couldn't tolerate the noise and activity of the
child care center.
The paedigogues are supported by staffs of consulting
psychiatrists and psychologists. These consultants are used only
sparingly, as the pa"edigogues are both confident and competent;
thus, problems are generally handled within the center.
An inspector from the Department of Welfare Services noted
that the paedigogues tend to follow a more leftist socio-political
orientation than the families they serve and that this has created
a schism between the two parties. The paedigogues are being encouraged to write down their program and philosophy in a form that can
be understood by the parents. Too often, it was said, the paedigogues expect parents not to question the logic behind practices
they disagree with. This situation is representative of a larger
division between working class conservatism and professional
68
liberalism concerning child care practices in Denmark.
An example of this rift occurs in the use of pacifiers.
They are readily available, even to older children, as a means
of allowing for temporary regression.
68Iverson, op. cit., p. 2.

Parents are angered by this;
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allowing pacifiers is threatening to many parents who believe
it is indicative of slow development or retardation.
With the children, the paedigogues are relaxed and comfortable.
They are able to engage the children in play without any outward
sign of self-consciousness.

It is apparent that this attitude is

only part of a larger community attitude of concern with children
and appreciative of the childhood experience.

Childhood is not

rushed; in fact, it is, in many ways, prolonged.
contradictory to the pacifier issue.

This is not

Prolonged childhood speaks

more about kinds of responsibilities than particular behaviors.
Physical contact with the children is encouraged in the
b.rnehave as well as vuggestrue.

A paedigogue talking to a child

wil.l generally also be in physical contact with the child.
Nurturance is so much a part of the day care program that one is
led to question whether or not the Oanes reward dependent behavior
on the part of children.

Yet, when child care workers were question-

ed concerning the traits they would like to encourage in children,
they almost invariably cited "independence. 1I

It rapidly became

evident that this term had different connotations in this culture.
When asked to explain what was meant by lIindependence," the
paedigogues spoke primarily in terms of freedom of thought and
action, rather than as not being physically dependent on others
for support.

American children are physically self-supporting and

independent at an earlier age than Danish children.
69 Ibi d., p. 10.
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B4

Behavior modification techniques were discussed at several
of the centers.
technique.

Few paedigogues were initially aware of the

Those who were, were repulsed by the idea and questioned

why one would consider it advisable to alter a child's behavior
in any but the most drastic of situations.

They acknowledged its

probable effectiveness but stated that they felt it was not the
prerogati ve of a chi 1d care worker to limo1d a chi 1d.
ll

The Montessori movement was strong 1n Denmark 1n the early
twentieth century but lost favor.

Several paedigogues stated

that they were currently reintroducing Montessori methods, but
only as a part of the larger program.

It was said that a totally

Montessori program was too rigid and did not allow the child
enough freedom to explore the world as he pleases.
Mealtimes became one focal point of observation.

It was

noted that at each center observed, meal s were orderly, fai rly
unchaotic affairs.

Adults would sit at one end of the table and

children at the other.

There was no need for adult supervision

of the ch1ldren s activity.
1

conversations.

Both groups carried on separate

Children took part in both serving and cleaning

up after the meal without encouragement.

Danish children did not

appear to be meek or particularly compliant in other situations.
One is able to understand the situation only by citing a number
of factors:
1.

Meals serve a different function in the Danish culture.

They

are drawn out to great lengths and are looked upon as an occasion
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for family interaction. in which the child is expected to
participate.
2.

Meals served at the center are exceedingly simple and easy

for the children to eat. They usually consist of a single dish.
It is acknowledged that meals may not always be nutritionally
balanced.

Until Denmark's recent entry into the European Common

Market, fresh fruits and vegetables were not readily available
in Denmark at reasonable cost for long periods of the year.
augment these

meals~

To

the children are given vitamin supplements.

3. There are a large number of staff at mealtime to handle problems
that do arise.

The staff also serve as role models.

4. The staff allows a good deal of noise in return for cooperative
behavior in other areas.
Denmark has become famous for its sexual permissiveness in
recent years.

Nudity at the child care center is fairly common

even among older children and is considered beneficial to the
development of healthy sexual attitudes.
The staff of each center contacted greeted our visit regardless of whether or not is was announced. At no center were we
turned away. Most centers were eager to show their programs. At
each center, interviews were conducted over coffee at a table
near to where the children played.

During the time spent in

interviewing, the children made no attempts to disrupt.

They

came to the staff as problems arose and either left immediately
or stayed and simply listened quietly. They demonstrated no
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jealousy over their loss of attention by the staff.

As we moved

away from the table following the intervi ew, the chl1 dren approached
us freely.

It was said that this behavior is expected of the

children.

Coffee breaks are considered to be examples of adult

role modeling behavior.
During the time spent in observation at the centers, paedigogues appeared to see little need to supervise directly the
activities of each child.

Children in the bqrnehave may be allowed

to hammer and saw without supervision should they choose.

Certain phenomena were noted in centers that came as a surprise.
In numerous centers, certain obvious dangers are allowed to persist,
such as old cars or trucks with broken doors and windows.

When

the paedigogues were questioned regarding the presence of such
dangers, they argued that children must learn to deal with dangers
that are part of the child's environment.

Biber claims similar

attitudes in saying, "It is not the intention of educators to
spare the chl1d the inevitable conflicts of growing; this, if
it were true, would be the most egregious error of all, since it
is through the meeting and resolution of conflict that the self
70
gains and feels its deepest strength.
Although these are two
II

simil ar themes, the ideas are vas tly di fferent.

Biber speaks

against staff intervention when the children has to deal with his
own interpersonal problems.

It appears that this attitude is

70Barbara Biber. Preschool Education (New York, Bank Street
School of Education, 1964).
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a preliminary step 1n achieving the posture of the Danes in terms
of a child's ability to deal with and resolve problems.
The child care worker in the United States is working to
trust and allow a child to resolve problems in his private,
personal world, as are the Danish paed1gogues, but the paedlgogues
are also confident enough in the child to allow him to deal with
certain physical dangers which are not present in many centers
in the United States.
The staff at one private recreation club and b4rnehave may
well have represented the logical extension of progressive thought
in Danish day care.

They characterized their program as one

operating on the principles of A.S. Nei11's Summerhill school.
Staff stated that the children are allowed to do anything they
please, providing it is not destructive and they are able to
verbalize what they are doing.

The center carried the arts and

crafts phenomenon to its extreme.

So c1 uttered was the center wi th

projects of all sorts that even the staff admitted it was probably
a fi re hazard.
There is a noticeable lack of authoritarianism on the part
of virtually all child care workers.

Especially at such progressive

types of centers as the scramme1esp1aden, it is difficult to
distinguish the children from staff.

Interaction between child

care workers and children is warm and mutually respectable. The
children and their ideas and desires are taken seriously 1n the
implementation of the program.
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Corporal", punishment is rare in Denma'rk and. is.replaced by'
. wor k'lngel'ass,f alT1;'11'les. 71'
f requen t ve,'rb' a 1 warn i ngs, even 1n
In child care centers, corporal punishment is virtually non-:
existent and certainly frowned upoli~

There exists a, basic belief

that any chl1 d engaged in dis rupti ve behavior can be tal ked out
of it, given a sufficient amount of time and patience.

In

verbalization, we noticed that emphasis is placed on moral
. responsibili ty to others C'You don I t want to hurt that other chi 1d.

to

You would not like

"

be hurt, and neither would ~e.II).

Heavy

emphasis is also placed on positive modeling ·behav.ior by adults
and demonstration .of acceptable 'fonns of a1 te rn ate behavior.
•

y.

•

"

~

At

one vuggestrue, two toddlers in the
sandbox were throwing sand
'

;

and putting:: it on each other and into thei r mouths.

'

.

'

One paedi-

gogue took a pail and a shovel and, with the two children watching,
began to fill the pail and exhibit other appropriate sandbox bebaviors .
The sources of prob1em.behaviorare considered'to, be explicable
in terms of family fUl1ctioning.

Conferences with parents and

parental education sessions are used to deal with mOst problem
behaviors which persist even when discouraged at school.
An example of this situation \'/as noted in the aggressive
behavior of a child new to the center.

In conferences with the

child'smother, itwas found that she had encourage~ the boy to be
7lIverson, op. Cit., p.' 10.
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:. aggressJve to protect himself.

Conferences with the mother had

" brought her to the real i zati on, through verbal ackrlowledgement,
'that she had taught the chi ld to be both fea,rful ~hd aggressi ve
towards others.

The staff believed that further'sessions would
.

'

prove successful "and, although

' ""

familyguidan,~i::e

wQrkers'could have

, been suggested to the mother~ they \,!ere notconsi dered necessary.
It was evident from observations that a great';deal of dis-

ruptive and destructive behavior ~hat is a,ctually attention seeking
"

"

is limited by the availability of a'large nulni?er of staff.
.

"

.

Attention-seeking problem behavior is unnecessary 'where the staff
has time to respond to appropriate seeking of atte~tion.

Because

'of their accessibility, child care workers are also particularl~
'adept at handling the withdrawn child.

.'

"CHAPTER. X '
THE SEMINARIUM

The training of ~aed1go~ues '1~ very ~p~cif!c ::and 1s accomp,

,
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'!

~

-<

,)1

..

,; materials 'from the ,res9urces of a centr~l l1br@ry (tevoted ex,

-

.

~',

:' elusively to the subject ,of early, childhood"education.
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~,

<

\',

~j

..

-

~.

,- •

s~ ~~

•

•

.;;

The manner

~

:~,

in wh1ch the material is presented '1s dec1de'd separately by each

\i

-

" ' ,

,J

,

'.

.' seminar1um, in conjunction
withiheir: philosophy ... This allows a
"
".

.;..'

-"

,

,

lij,

j

i

,'great deal of'individual
d1fference between':schools.
"
" , ' , . - . '

"

The overall system of sem1nar1ums 1s set ~p 10 a way that
~

~

': , - : : -

.".

~r: correlates

,di rectly wl th the ca~g~rl,es of qay can!.

I,

"
~f..

:~ex1sts

.' and

'"

"

'-.

'r

J:.

..

A semi nari urn

,to educate staff to'vJWork 1n, the vuggestruen, btmehavn,

fr~~t1dShjem.'

Each level of day care. h'a~; s'pecihc
teacher,'
,
,

1 . '

. ,

':,train1ng. ':Therei1s a dtfferent'emphas1s 1n each type of seminar1um,
.

•

.

<

:;most obviously shown by the breakdown 'Of hou;rs'en11sted
1n
;
/'

,fields of study.

speclfi~

Overlap between the sem1nar1ums i!does exist.
"

~

<i

,.'

'

'/
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The discussion in this chapter will relate to the
seminarium.

Indication will be made if

b~rnehave

the._infonnation~

on the different levels of the seminarium.

varies

>

There are now seventeen b.,rnehave semi~ariums':, five fritid. shjemseminarium, sixseminariums which haveinterrningled both
b,mehave and fri tidshjem progra~ ~ and ten vugges~rue semi nari ums.
-

-

The seminarium program for b+mehave hasrecertly been expanded from two to three years.

One year {six months the first

year, three months the second and third
-.' room" f~r practi cal training.

yea~)is

spent in the class-

The largest amount of: time (284 hours)

; is dedicated to the educational aspects of the paedigogue training .
. The law states that 263 hours are to be employed in various
"creative workshops {arts, crafts,andmusic); 193 hours in the
fields of psychology and sociology; and mOve"ment, 9Yll1lastics,and
72
'Danish 1anguage 112 hours each.
Other areaswhi ~h carry lesser
"time requirements are:

dramatics, nature,

s~c1al

fiM\!dJcine,

.

'!psychiatry, interview techniques, and ethics.
allowed 284 hours of electives.
the end of the third year, _in

The::student is

The qualifying exam is given at

the.las~

month. Students are not
"
73
graded. per se, during their training, but rather infonnally rated.
72Marsden Wagner and Mary 'wagner. liThe Training of Group Day
Care Workers in Denmark ll (Washington. Officeiof Chnd Development).
p. 4.
- 73 Ibid ., p. 10.
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An advanced seminarium exists to further train paed1gogues.
· Usually people attend this seminarium in order to qualify for
the position of director of a chl1dcare center, or to teach in
a seminarium.
Earlier, the question of individuality 'was raised.

It is

difficult to imagineindi,vidual1ty when every school must follow
stringent regulations..

The way this issue 1's approached is by

'leaving the material to be taught, in general,' to be decided on
·by both the student and professor.

No set readi n~J,.: 1is t exi s ts.

The class decides the books they want to read in required fields.
An outgrowth of 'this approach is the, ab'sence of the study
: of one man, system, or idea.

For instance,in the'field of

psycho logy, the re are no 1i mi ts as towh i ch psycho 1og1 s tis. or is
"not, to be'read.

Resulting is a belief in blending.

Very few

"

· systems are followed in their pure state; rather. ideas are borrowed
: from diverse systems and mixed together into one.
The sem1nar1ums are government support~'d. allowing all students
,to attend free of charge.

The students are'il'gfven a combination
"

· scholarship and loan to attend school. . This' money 1s to help cover
·
. 74
,living expenses and books.
Two thousand fi ve hundred paedigogues

gradua~annually.

An average of 8,000 persons apply yearly for the 675 places.

Only

; 17 percent of the student body ; smale" though efforts are being

74

Ibid., p. 2.
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made to recruit more men into the day care profession.

Many

conscientious objectors serve in day care facilities and are
attracted to remaining in the field.
The beginnings of paedigogue training dates back to 1885,
when the Froebel Seminarium began the concept of child care training.
The growth in the number of seminariums and paedigogues trained
was slight, until after the second world war.

At this point in

Danish history, the need for day care boomed, and with it the need
for educated paedigogues.
The seminariums visited revealed very well-equipped and welldesigned buildings.

Each seminarium runs three classes of twenty-

five.
Classrooms are similar to those in the United States; tables
and chairs arranged in squares or circles. There are, however,
numerous decorations, both informative and decorative.
Within the seminarium, arts, crafts, and music are heavily
stressed. The arts are second only to education in the curriculum
training hours.

Crafts rooms have facilities for woodworking,

leather work, metal, cerami cs, oi 1, water, and finger pai nts,
papier-mache, enameling, and many other mediums.

Much creative

theater work is done, and a performing arts room, consisting of
stage.and auditorium, is generally part of the seminarium.

Music

includes the use of vocal and instrumental sounds, primitive and
advanced instruments. and techniques as well.
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In one seminarium, a full-scale kitchen was provided for use
by students in learning assorted recipes and cooking procedures,
to later be included in their classroom experience.
The aforementioned skills are all taught on an adult level.
At the Froebel semfnar1um it was mentioned that the work is
challenging when first taught. The challenge remains for the
paedigogues to alter the process into simple steps for the children
to follow.

The seminariums prepare the students well, in our opinion,
for their chosen profeSSion; however, other problems do exist.
One basic problem relates to the paedigogues' desire for more time
to

spend with parents and outside group activities.

to

these desires, recently a strike was held.

In response

Underlying the need

to strike was a primary need to improve the status of the paedigogues.

They are low paid by virtue of the fact that the higher

the grade taught, the higher the level of salary.
Other problems within the seminarium system relate to the
overall conceptual setup. The Ministry of Social Affairs, supervisor of education for vuggestruen staff, is a separate part of
the government from the Ministry of Education, supervisor of the
training of both b;rnehave and fr1tidshjem paedigogues. The resulting problems deal with the separation and lack of communication
between the two ministries.

It appears that in the near future

the two ministries will join forces to make a further integration
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of educational goals. 75 A secondary plan is now in the offing.
It is to allow for mutual exchange of information between b_rnehave
seminarium paedigogues and those paedigogues trained for elementary
schools.

A special class has been created

(b~rnehaveclase)

which

prepares day care children, ages five to seven, for entrance into
regular school.

Teacher exchange of knowledge is possible.

class is held in a school and taught by

b~rnehave

The

paedigogues.

At this point, it should be mentioned that a distinct weakness still remains within the program.
of emphasis on the exceptional child.

There is an obvious lack
The only possible way to

get an emphasis in this area is to find a group of similarly
interested students and create special group projects.
Group work is done throughout the three-year period. The
buildings usually have conference rooms for student groups to meet.
The group process, therefore, influences much of what particular
aspects of child care is to be taught.
The staff at the seminariums is composed of representatives
from various fields.

One di rector was a psychologist with great

interest in the education of young children.

He had written various

children's books and was founder of the "little school" (private
schools which enable extensive parental influence).

He was also

the founder of an international educational organization.
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The director at another seminarium was trained in law and
previously held a position involving legal rights of children.
He also taught at the advanced seminarium.
At least one or two of the professors are paedigogues, who
teach the practical classroom techniques. They may also function
as field advisors, during the students' one year of classroom
training. They have completed the one-year advanced training
course.
There are usually members of the psychological profession:
associated with the seminar1ums in a teaching capacity.

I

A highly

desirable staff person is someone well learned in the maze of social
systems.

Great emphasis 1s also placed on a working knowledge of

the bureaucratic social services system.

It is important for

every paedigogue to be aware of the services offered by the state
and kommune.

Paedigogues should be aware of the basic maze:

how

best to get where one is going? The use of this information aids
in facilitating a helpful and trusting relationship between parents
and paedigogues.
There are faculty members skilled in the arts, crafts. and
music areas; other backgrounds may be represented.

The diver-

sification of backgrounds help each sem1narium build its
individuality in educational approach and philosophical attitude.
Individuality is of major importance to every school.
No concise statement can be made as to the type of person most
desirable for training as a paedigogue.

With a vast number of
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annual applicants, the process of choosing those to be admitted
is difficult and massive. The applicants are in a highly
petitive situation.
on scholarship.

co~

Evaluation for acceptance is based secondarily

Primary emphasis is on experience with children

and general work experience.

In the past, each seminarium made

the selection of their new students, but confusion forced a change.
All applicants will now apply for admission to a central office
coordinating all applications for admissions to the seminariums,
avoiding applicants being accepted to more than one school, leaving
unfilled positions.
A new emphasis is being consi dered: Educate the chil d as his
parents see fit.
past.

Respect for parent wishes has been abused in the

Raedigogues have been guilty of ignoring the parents, who

may be intimidated by their supposed knowledge regarding the care
of chil dren.
One seminarium, in particular, is taking a strong stance
against this type of attitude.

Paed1gogues are taught to deal

wi th parents 1n a manner v,that exudes respect for the wishes of
the parents. The emphasis is also on working closely with the
parents and involving parents frequently in center activities.
Paedigogues are taught the importance of parent meetings, and that
the children are most benefited from consistency from adults they
deal with frequently.
An accentuated theme is, lido not be missionaries.
refers to the activist segment of the paedigogues.

II

This

Generally
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speaking, paed1gogues are cons1dered rad1cals. An often-used
add1t10n to the or1ginal statement is, "not 1n your own center.1I
Paedigogues are to be informal and natural when dealing with the
parents and the community. The above-mentioned philosophy was
expressed by one of the seminarium directors as that concept which
would differentiate the graduates of his seminarium from untrained
child care workers.
Child care workers in the United States are dealing with far
more external pressu'res than are the Danish paedigogues.

In the

winter of 1972, for instance, many United States centers were
financially threatened. The child care workers were constantly
questioning the security of the1r own positions. The external
security afforded paedigogues allowed for comfort within the center.
Seminarium training in Denmark guarantees the paedigogue a
choice of jobs.

In the United States, no such guarantee exists.

In a recent guideline for spec1fication for Positions in Day Care
Centers, the only qua11f1cat10n thought desirable for day care
center staff was a bachelor's degree in early childhood education.
76
Previous exper1ence was not thought to be necessary.
Beyond the
requirements 1s the fact that:the guidelines are not always followed.
Many less credentialed persons hold staff posit10ns, as well as
persons from diverse backgrounds.
76U.S• Dept. of H.E.W., IIGuide Specifications for Pos1tions
in Day Carel! (Washington, 1965).
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CHAPTER XI
EDUCATION IN THE DAY CARE CENTER
After observing several day care centers over a period of
one month. we met with a graduate student in early childhood education from Pennsylvania State University who was completing a study
of education in Danish child care centers. She expressed her
initial disappointment with Danish child care centers.

We were

shocked, as our impressions had been overwhelmingly positive.
The reason for her disappointment was that there is almost
no programmed educational component in most Danish centers.

For

.any years, the Danes have talked about bringing education into
the day care centers. This has not come about in such a way as
to be readily identifiable in terms of education as it might be
practiced in the United States.

Most centers have a large number

of educational games; however, they are often placed away in a
cabinet and used only upon request. There is no formalized
curriculum for systematic stimulation or skill training.
Achievement of educational benchmarks, such as the ability
to read, are not among the foremost goals of the Danes, even in
the public school system. The child who develops skills slowly
is allowed to do so.

Little, if any. pressure is placed on the

child in the b_rnehave. The assumption is made that. as in toilet
training, the child w1ll read or use the toilet when he is ready
to

do so and not before.

So alien

to

education is the

b~rnehave

"

,
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/that the'dfrector of the mostwell-'know~ (Fr:~et)~l~)' ~em1nar1uni'
-

,i.

,opened a series of pr1 vate "b_mehavesko.1e ~n ~h1 ch ,icarry on the '

princ1pl~s of the bpmehave .1n school., Stud~ntS in' the b~me~

'~»

-

~ •

,I

/

',hav~skole are able to move completely at the'ir.:~;own'-i~a-ce~~
' .

'"

.~'

.'

"

~,~......~ ...

-;.-.... -.,.. -''''~

.

What education
does take place- in ·the day
care: 'center takes .
.
'"

~

,

~

'~'

,place in thefonn ~f language" development,'wh1ch is': carr1ed'out
,,!.

~:throug~ large amounts of singing' and storyte~ling •. ) Emphasis is
I~~~.

J~:

"

j

~

,on spontaneous social development through a healty milieu •
.'

Education at tlae:preschool level is
•

'.

~

.

!~

carr,1e~out
~

='

: '

in the k1nder-

'gartenclase', a one-year program for ~hildren:;Qf age,s five to seven,
which is operated by the Ministry of Educ~t19n.

,I
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.CHAPT ER XI I
"

PARENTS ,AND FAMILY "IN- DAY'·.tARE .
,

.

jj~

\;

,

It 1s our opinion that ther;e 1's. a good; deal 9f strength in
~

~,

:) the family structure in Denmark •. ThiS"1s in.SPit~ of a,h.1gh di,vorce
.: rate and
fl",

a high

number of unwed mothers.' Ml-lch of':'thls strength
,".
i:'
r.
appears.
to be
the
result
of,concern'
with
chl1dren)~n~· childhood,
"
. '.
~

;~.

; of which the system of child day c'are.1s onlY,'a part.
Because of the high
J

ra~ of'tax~tion
•

i:h .Denmark,<
many 'middle"

,

,

.
i

class, mothers choose to work.

Their work is

~ot n~c.essary

for the

survival of the family but allows them .to .p.articipate in a, rising
standard of living and
' , , :

correspondingl~ ris1;ng' exp~ctat10ns in

•

,

_

v

•

\

• lj

Denmark. "New cars and summer cottages are~tWo ,items which the
~'--

!

,,.:.

-

-!".

,.

,,5'

and worth the extra work which the 'wi re is {called.!!: upon to do.

Added

I

to th,is is the fact that industry encourage's: the ~oman 1;0 work in
...

~

"

"

th is labo r- sho rt co~n try.
, At least as long ago' as 1951;:nteratu're.
noJs talk' in Denmark
.
~,

of

th~

~-

.

~r.

yI,

i:

need to inclLide parents in ,prqgrams ,for children.
•

':1'

-

'j"

It was

~.,.

• .

found that, wi th iso1 ated exceptions ~ pareri'ts, ,do' ~~t and are not

\

. '

'

·~;I

':;

,il

~ if

encouraged by day care staff to participate' in t~e. functioning of·
,
• ii
'11'
the center and its program. ExceRtions to )thfs .tren,d were found
,~

,

"

in private centers, where act; ve parents we're .foU~d on the board

.

of .a;"rectors
of the. center.
.

"

'
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Interaction between parents and child caring staff in Denmark.
as in the United States, occurs primarily, if not exclusively,
in the periods during which the child is either being readied to
enter the center or readied to go home. The architecture of the
centers is designed to encourage this interaction, in that the
storage area for coats and outdoor weAr has a generous amount of
room to hold short conferences away from the main focus of acti vi ty
in other rooms.
The centers are required by law to conduct at least two
77
parent meetings per year.
Centers observed conducted from four
to eight such meetings per year, although attendance at such meetings

was sparse. The most successful meetings were those which promoted
a party-like atmosphere for parents and child care for the children
during the meetings.

Parents were found participating directly

in the care of children at the center twice during the course of
the observations.

In the first instance, it was said that the mother

was at the center waiting for a conference with the director regarding behavior problems with the child. Staff of the center were
quite clear that this instance of involvement was quite unusual.
The second instance involved a child care center in which parents
had played a significant role in both its inception and its ongoing
functioning.

The father of a retarded child cared for at the center

77 I1 Chil d and Young Person I s Act. II Ope ci t.

I

p. 24.
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•

:~ was having coffee with the
staff
as we.' ente'red
arid'I' 'proudly told of
,
,.,
.,
"

the 1ncept'1on of the center 'and the a'cUv1t'1es of '!1ts board Qf
"

"

' .

-

1:"

.~

di rectors.
. In this area, it was 'found that the Da'hes' fa~e no better. than
:j

.

L

,

'

•

-

Ii'

~

The question still remains as to whether 'the child 'care 'staff truly

:

~

:0::

~~.'

"

-I}

...

", believe that both the chil dren and ~'themse 1v~~ willi' benefi t. from
:~ interaction with parents. , It was repeatedly expre;ssed that:
~:,'

I , . ,

,.1',_

-

~~'

,;_

".(1) parents
are.1argelydntimidated by,the'day
care center's
staff,
.
"
-«. "
~,

, , '

~.

'.

,!"': .

, regarding .them as lIexpertsll .who cannot. be cnallenged;
and (2) parents
,
.

~

.

,

~

..

'

.

.

,;:

,

.

.,·view chlld, care, to,a large degree, in tenns of cu~tOd1al care
,I,and are not motivated to take extra time 1away front ,their families
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<

:

"

-

''''

" '~o ~ap ambiguous rewards.
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~

"

'

,

~

' .
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Compounding this probl~m 1,s the fact
~

1.

~
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~
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:'~ that any complaints' that parents, or other corrmunity. members might
''''

~

..t

~

,

~
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CHAPTE R xI-I I
. AUXILIARY SERVICES TO DAY tARE

''o,'

0,

'1,

•

I:n considering child care in Denmark, tt woulc;j be unwise not
ito at :least mention the e.xis-~ence or some of the o:ther-services
::which work in- conjunction with the'-child-car~ng prQgra_ms.
,

The

:i

" child c.are center, although in many ways sel'f-suffic4ent, does not
"roperate
in a vacuum.'
.,
I. -. THE EAMILY _GUIDANCE .. COUNSELOR)
•

.-

T

..d,_

.

A review of the historical
de~elopment:'of.-pre~ent1ve
care for
..
..,
~

~

two important s~~ifts. in pol1cy'over.
..~:Children'i-~ Denmark reveals
'"
~

\time.
I

-.~

~

The first preventive care program fo(ch1.ldte.n could perhaps
.1

•

::be considered the law passed in 1963-which decreed:: that the father
,.

-

:.

~.

~

-

-

:1

.

~ of a child,born ~ut of 'wedlock' ~sliable to;:contriBute- at least
,

,

1, one-hal f of the costs incurred in ;supportirtg' the chll d unt1.l he
<.

is'ten years- of age.

"

.

A further prov) s1.on i~'di cate~: that the .State
In 1888,

r'a law providing for .a-utomatic,
compulsory.' su"pervision
of all foster
.
.
.;,

~.children considerably extended-prev~ntivec~re' for;~c~lldren:

In'

,I

.

.

•

' : .

'1923, this, automatlc. compulsory
.: : chi 1dren born
i divorced

-

~

1: '

.

sup~rvl~ion' w~s ~x~en~ed~

all

o~t of wedlock and
all' chll dr~:n
,froml:separ~ted
'and
,
'

.-.

"

parents_. if the father's (or, mothe~'s) -support was paid

~. in advance,by the kommune. - This pr:ogram .0f:co!11pulSc;>ry supervision

directed to specific types of'families·(i.e .• guidance tied to the

• I,"

-

j
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provision of economic help and directed primarily to the socially
or economically IIneedyll family) continued until 1964 when, following an extensive review by the State, a new law was passed.

The

new law was a significant departure from the past in several ways.
All automatic, compulsory supervision of children. other than
those in foster care, was abolished and replaced by a new family
guidance program. The new program differed from the old in that
participation was completely voluntary and 1n that it was directed
to !nl family with children under eighteen years of age.

change was the result of two observations:

This

(1) that guidance to

all families within a certain category resulted in too much supervision of families who were in no real need of such supervision; and
(2) that many families in real need of guidance did not fit into
any category specified and were unable to rece1ve help.
The family guidance provided by the Child and Youth Welfare
Comm1ttee is a preventive service, implying an offer of continuous
guidance and support to families with children on the general
princ1ple that preventive services for ch1ldren and young people
78
should take into account the general family situation.
Family guidance 1s intended for families who, without being
in 1a.ediate need of any actual action on the part of a particular
serv1ce, are faced with an emergency (Le •• an unmarried mother
or father, a widow, or divorced person is the sole support of a
family, or one of the parents is unable to contribute to the up78Fact Sheet Denmark, IITreating the Troubled Family," Ope cit., p. 1.
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bringing and care of their children for reasons of illness,
mental disturbance, absence from the home, national service, or
detention in a penal institution).

Cohabiting parents may also

be in need of family guidance due to long illness, mental retardation, or alcoholism.
Family guidance, while provided primarily at the request of
the individual family (89 percent initiate contact themselves),
may be offered by the Child and Youth Welfare Committee when it
becomes aware that a' family is in need of servi ces from such a
79
service.
This may occur in the course of its own activities
or in its cooperation with other kommune or voluntary institutions
and authorities, such as the Social Welfare Committee, a school,
physician, day care center, visiting health nurse, or the police.
In practice, family guidance consists of general practical
guidance primarily through visits to the home (although group
counseling is available where the need is indicated) and involves
such areas as the care and upbringing of children, schooling and
recreational activities, vocational counseling, etc., as well as
budgeting and the practical organization of housekeeping.

Where

assistance from public authorities or institutions is necessary,
the family counse1irs may call attention to the available facilities
and arrange for the initial contact. where necessary.
Due to a shortage of trained social workers. the family
gui dance counselor may be drawn from a number of ali gned professions"
79Marsden Wagner and Mary Wagner, IIFamily Gu1 dance 1n Denmark"
(Washington, Off1ce of Child Development), p. 4.
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including nursing, education, and home economics.

A short-term

supplementary training course (400 lessons) in counseling technique,
the social services, subjects of family law, psychology, paedigogics,
housekeeping, etc., is provided for those who are not qua11fied
as social workers or similarly tra1ned.
Each Child and Youth Welfare Comm1ttee decides for itself the
extent of preventive services.

Every kommune is required to have

a program of fam1ly guidance but is not required to meet any
spec1f1cat10ns; hence, the quality of services varies w1dely.

In

small, rural kommune, a member of the Child and Youth Welfare
Committee staff may be arbitrarily ass1gned the role of fam1ly
gu1dance counselor for the kOlTlmune.
In order

to

encourage the local authorit1es to provide a

quality family guidance service, the M1n1ster of Family Affairs has
been empowered to recognize such services and re1mburse the kommunes
for seven-tenths of the cost of such services, which are 1n accordance with state specified standards.
II.

r-llTHER'S HELP

As noted previously. it was realized long ago that something
should be done

to

help the unmarried mother, for she was in a most

consp1cUOQsly' d1fficult position.

With this in mind, the first

maternity hospital. where unmarried women could give birth under
safe and discreet conditions, was founded near the end of the
eighteenth century.

"
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"following the legislation of 1763, d~Jmihg the. father's
,

,~

l1abi.llty to the support of his ch,l1dren bd:m out'! of wedlock, in
"

",'

.:'!,

"

-, 1888 " Denmark went further and, introduc~d an ,impor~ant
and novel,
.
.'

.,

~

'~~:

law giving the mother the

r~ght

;

~".

-

I

\

to 'have the-' father's ,maintenance'

payment 1n advance ,by kommune authorities as ,soon/as it falls due,
,-

thus
"i-~,

il

mak1~g the mother indePE!ndent of:the lather's w1llingness'or,

ab111 ty to

contribut~ ..

. In ~al1ty, though, it was acknowledg~d·that:~~he./Position of
'!"

the unmarried mother was st111 a dfffi.cult :on'e. , Cases
of infanticide
:}'
::-"

t

f~

!I'

,

, -

-t ,

~:

and s:uicide were not uncommon among such un'wed mothers.
~

a group

a result of this situation
that
,

It was 'as

of \interested
people began
'.
.

,"'~.9-

'~

to work on a pro,~ram of relief for tHese wo'me~'.
and the1r ch1ldren Ilin
.
,

., a way."and to an extent which the 'ci.rcumstancces inl~:~ach case require,u80
..
Th'is gave rise to the organization.of,:Motheris He.1p (muthrah• i;

"

."

~

''''.

~

,

~

. • •

~

'~:"

';

,

'<,~

-.

, jelpen, also referred to as 'Mother IS Aid i~, otherilsources)~
~

.

Mother's

".

",',

'"

" Help"operated for many years as a ,voluntary::organjzation dependent
.'

,

,on private contributions.

I ' ·

It provided acc6mmodations
...
. '.for pregnant
.
-~

-~

I

infants,
homes run by the
r women: and ,mothers with . .often
. .1n nursi~g
'1
I

it made arrangements" for nurs~1ng care and, adoption.
and th"us h,e1ped fight,the.rise of unscrupufous sp~'cu1at10n in
,.adoptions which was prevalent at "the time.

~'

Help recognized that part of 1ts

~6rkwas
~ "'~>

Furth~rmore, Mother's
to'givelhegal aid fn
II

80 Vera Skalts and Magna .Ns/rgaard·, IIMother l s ,Aid 1n Denmark ll
, (Copenhagen
t Det Danske Selks1 ab, 1973), pJ.3.
...
. ,
~
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affi11ation cases and grant loans to mothers, particularly before
the1r cases were settled.

In 1936, the organizat10n was expended

to include medico-social considerations, giving unmarried pregnant
women access to pre-natal health control.

In this way, one may see

that Mother's Help played an act1ve role over a broad spectrum of
services to women and children.

Subsequently, in a manner typical

of Denmark, the services prov1ded by Mother's Help were deemed so
essent1al that the organ1zat10n was absorbed by the State under the
Ministry of Social Affa1rs and expanded from serving on the Copenhagen area to a network of fourteen off1ces serv1ng the ent1re
country.
Today, Mother's Help serves about 50,000 women annually.

Of

these women, 40 percent are married and 60 percent single, divorced,
separated, or widowed.

Eighty-five to 90 percent of all unmarried

women and nearly 20 percent of all families are in touch with
t-1Dther's Help at some time. 81
In 1971 there were 75,561 children born in Denmark.
9,344 were children born out of wedlock.

82

Of these,

The tenn used to denote

unmarried mothers 1n Denmark 1s "lonely mothers.

II

It 1s felt that

th1s term carr1es a more open attitude toward these women and
acknowledges that they may be unmarr1ed out of choice.
81
82

Ib1d., p. 4.
Ibid., p. 47.

Although
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the problems encountered by lonely mothers may be great, there is
little social stigma attached to the situation.
Generally speaking, it is the purpose of Mother's Help to
meet the needs of social services for pregnant women, single
mothers, or families with small infants who may apply to the center
to discuss problems and, through cooperative work, try to solve
them. This is achieved partially through counseling, through
economic support, and possibly through a stay at a convalescent
or other type of home.
All pregnancies in Denmark are registered with Mother's Help
by the phys i ci an who makes the di agnos is.

83

In addi ti on, the

physician is required by law to report to Mother's Help if the
pregnancy is out of wedlock.

He is similarly required to refer a

pregnant woman to the nearest Mother's Help center if he knows
her to have social, legal, financial, or personal problems.

This

procedure assures the highest level of case finding of women
needing services.

Close to half of all women in Denmark eligible

for the program come in contact with the center.
Among its wide range of services, Mother's Help provides for
housing of lonely mothers.

In Copenhagen, the offices of Mother's

Help are adjoined by a large apartment complex reserved for such
mothers.

The apartments serve the purpose of providing the lonely

mother with housing at reasonable cost in conjunction with a variety
83

Mary Wagner and Marsden Wagner. "Health Visiting in Denmark"
(Washington, Office of Child Development), p. 2.
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~"

~,f services, subsequent to the, birth· of ,a chfld. ,T,pe aim is to

~tabniie

situ~tion

the
,lonely ,mothers I
.

,.... ~

;'

in orde"r

'~' ~

-

.

th~~tthe~

,:1'.

may

il'''' .

:eventually 'reintegrate effecti veliJntO the comilunfty.

Since .the greatest p~rt of the 'm~thers, fesidin~ in ,these
"-

~"partments ~re
~

' - "f""

att~nding .S~ho'Ol, ~hil d care ,is
discussions wit~ 'th'e d~rector of the

ei ther working or

;

,

'provided atl the complex.
~

,

.,.

~

~.

In

~-

t

•

,

-

"'-,

,,

~

?";',

-l~"

.

~

~

.

child care center, it was noted, ~hat this. center differs from oth~rs

~ ~

~

"b..:

,: _

iOn the acknowledgement that the' center exists not primarily for'

I

ser~i.ce

the ch1.1dren but as a

f

.'

~

to
-,

t~~": lo~el;' ~o~ers,:;~hO a~
~

'.

attempt- <

ing
to ,stabil,ize .their Hves'.
'",
.
.'
-

"

~,

~::.

~

III.: THE VISITING
HEALTH NURSE
",I','
- ,
,

"

In'·1928, Denmark, alar~d, to ftn~' that thelr i~fant ~rtality' ,,'
~"

.

,

"

rate
was higher than that.of,Sweden' and
Norw~i, started, a small
. "
<";

~xpe~imen~al program with' the aid,~f a priva~ 'Amer1'ca~ foundation.
'!"

'.

'I

Four,nurses,began visiting infants ,in t~eir ~ursing!i~istricts

~in theinfant's own home.

The vis'it~ were' ffee: of harge, and all
,
" :U34
infants, were seen rega,rdless of the family's_' inc~.
,

,,~.~;:o

f.

"

J"

#

•

•

"

_ "

..

;

lj

':

-

#

~

After ,six years of 'this ,experiment, a repo,rtwas made to the

'\..,

0'

•

,~

,

~

•

•

-:.:

~

•

•

National. ' Health Service of Denmark, and ,to, the' legisiature (Folkeetiog')
.
.

.

,~-

,

~

:.

,~~

'

,

It concl uded that the program was a success and' an important ai d "

~n comb~:tin~

infant'mortality.-

8I bid.,
4 ' p. '5.

'In'1~3?, ~e:~J~,9iS)~tu~e.'res~onded
~ -"'

j,
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"

'by passing "an act entitled'IlCombating'Morbid1ty
an~Mortality
.
:r
,r,

,!,

;Among Children During the First Ye~r.'of LIfe.

'1,

1I

Thi's .act authorized

, korrmunes to establish 'infant'home vi:Sitihg,.~:rograms,~' . The establish-

r~ceive

nEnt of thi's new program wa's to
-,

50

p~rcent i:~ubSidY

from

'

,

'

the State. , In 1938, the t~penhagen Kommune"began" the fi rst ongoing
-

• .

' r .
" .

~.

:pr,ogram of'this type.

~

'I

•

i-

Sinc:.thatti,me, .the serv,i.~~has grown

",steadilY until, at present, 259 out of the 277'konrJ\unes in Denmark
h'ave in:'tant home visitors.

Whene~er a child is born in Denmark, ttl~ midwtfe responsible
;:',-.:

~:

,for the, ,pregnancy mustLby'law, complete an'extenslve form which
.

.

J~

'.

,gives details of the pregnancy, the deJivery', the medical 'history
~

I

~ . ~',

,-

~.

•

;of the' mother, and the social h1story~of the: family::, This form'
, , !

. ' :

~. . '

•

~..,

is sent to (the Infant Health.V1sito~··fo~
that d1st~{ct;
.
4
~

~.

~

,..

~

.

midwife should fail to send this form, ',she
,!,-

I

If the,

,i·

c~~n,be

neavily fined
.

"

._

and, thus, 'this reporting system is virtually: 100 'percent effective .
.,

,:The infant:heal~h v1sttor will make' an average ',Of iwelve home
'

.

"I~.

~

.:'visits .during the' year·and, if ~ecessary,' may make
:J up to twenty
.,
~.,.

~

:vi sits .
. During the visit, the nurse weighS and !kas'ur~s' the 1n'fant,
"

~tests

'

•

";.;.

';,

,::.J

.:

the i nfan t for phenylketonuri
a, and
gives ad"i ce . to
the mother
.
" ' , - ..
"

,regarding
feeding, ·sleeping, ,'bath1ng', 'and grbwih an:d develoPJrent.
r,
~~.

r

I ...

.

The nurse gives the mother
a·card
on which,iS recorded
all
.
. . .·to
. . . keep,
.
...
~

.

"

"'wei ghts', ,le,ngths, devel op~tital assess'ment, and prdb.lems: ' The nurse
.'

•

:

...

..

",

~

"

I'.

,'"

may give advice regarding minor.-illnesses such as"colds or"skin
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problems but refers the infant to the family doctor for more serious
medical problems.
In addition to referring the infant to the family doctor,
the health visitor may also refer the family to their needed
services.

When the program first began, the emphasis was on the

physical health of the child. Now emphasis is also given to mental
health and developmental and social problems. Consequently, infant
health care visitors are an important source of referrals to the
family guidance counselor and other services.

If the infant is

in a vuggestrue, the health visitor will make routine visits to
the vuggestrue, where she will examine the child and discuss the
child with the staff. The health visitor will.also make home visits
in the evening so she may give advice to the parents.

In this way,

the health visitor 1s part of the whole network of services for
children and works actively with many different types of child
care workers.
In the past ten years, there has been a new trend in the way
'nfint health visiting is conducted.

Because of the shortage of

adequate numbers of trained health visitors, new methods of health
visiting were tried.

In one rural community in Denamrk, a series

of experiments showed that health visiting was most valuable for
families with a first child and families at risk, families in which
II,

••

the children are either not quite well or are Hving under

conditions which may influence their physical and/or mental
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';devel opment. 1185 These experiments, show,ed t~"at appr.o~imately 15

f,p~rcent

of the

,,~11

ii

with infants were at risk.

...

"

r~-

famfii~s

'"

infants one time, the health visitor
.~."'.

'";

,:born or at':risk infant.
-

.

cou'ld'jde~tifY
~w

",,'

'

the first-

,-

She would thennot'visit'i:owwrisk infants

..

, imy further and could

By visiting

:1

'

"t

~heri

ti~

have

•

'"

~i gh-risk

to vi slot the

chil dren

many times and continue ~iS1 ting until scho~J age.,' Tl:lis experiment

. '"

,
.

~:w,as

'

,

<

.

~
!r
~to ado~t

: .

so: successful that o:ther kommunes ,begaf!

r.

th,e new scheme.

"

,~

"It is now the official written policy'at the'Na:tioria1 Health,
'
Service, and ft is estimated ,that appr~ximat~lY hal'f of the heal th"
£ . "~ •

' .

~.,

,

• ,-

',: .

'~"

, visitors are practicing '1n th,is manfler.

~r

",'

';)."

-

~

•

~

~

.

<

~

,~

:, .~

The number of infantS covered by hea1th~ visiting has steadily
~

" .

"

; , '

<

II

: increased until presently 88 percent 'of all 'infant~ fn penma~
:"rece1 ve home vi s i t1 ng.
:;whtch h.ave;not yet
!

"

The remai ni ng, ,12 pe~;cent

~stabl1shed

.'

..,

'.

• j."~

, '

per~ent

"the 88

who are covered, 99.1

"

.....

perce'nth~ve

'w'~

-:

';~.3

the required health visitor home visits.

,~the

'i n kOrmlunes

s~111"'op't1onal !;s~rvice., Of

this
,

11: ve
11,

'

II

•

~

rece1ved all of'
';

"

'/.

Less'tha~ 2 percent of

thl~ 'servlc~.?6 ~itwas'noted in
thos~ mothei;s,~'withco~siderab1e

families have never received

:discusSions with Oanes that even
•

....

-

.

,

I'

~,

~

,child caring expertise welcomed the"infant health visitor.
,

i
'

,

"

"

.'

!~.

'

~

-

The implied
results of
this program
are'" extensive';' Among
.
"".,::
.
~

~ "

~:" '

J:\

t-

,children
entering school 1n Denmark, 95 percent a~f
fully.
immunized
.
.
~

for

smallpox~

and 93.2 percent
had
...
:

ha~
.

full'rjJoll0 immunizations.
.
,

~

"

85'

Ibid., p. 4

86 Ibid ., p. 5.

,

~.
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"

r

N

-0

/

" Seventy~four percent ,of the chil dren have h~d,.,a full complement
/,

" ; o~ well child ,checkups.

Even considering d1screpanc1e~ 1n ,its
.

~

"

'"

;. measurement, 1nfant mortali ty" rates' represerit :~" re~lect10n of the,

...

..' " ",

""

'",

,."-

..level of heal th care 'of infants.,
.

,;t

>,

:;

In Denmark, the infantmorta
11 ty
..

,

,

~

,

<!

,,",-

~d,

'.'"

Y

,~rate is 15.8 per one thousand 11 ve b1 rths. a l~vel:j ve~y close' to

cons1d~rablY bet~'r 'thah; the

; the best 1n the world,
and
• •

•

':!,h

Un1ted

"'5
. tates. 87 ,
"

IV.

"

L:~

CHILD COUNSELING CENTERS

,

),',

Care of except10nal ch~ldren takes plate.pr1mar1l¥ 1n the

,neighborhood chi 1d care 'center.

Ce,nters obie;ved care for a
5

>c_

>.substantial number of retarded,

••~

~'

.,
Ii'
Ii
brafn.~ ~am~~ed.~, distiJrbed,

and·

There exi~ts very . llttle fir the

physically; handicapped 'children.

,

"

:,way' of 'non-res1dential, full ~~ care: for except1o~al ch1ldren.
"

.

~'Rather,

:~

,

.

'.

~~

t~ken

these chfldren are

regularl.y.

~

:;

'

l~

spec1alschoolS at

i nte rva 1s dur1 ng the week.·
,

'

Non-res i dent; a 1 care for emoti ana lly dis turbed chi 1dren is'
I

'"'

•

"~ carr1 ed out inane of ni ne chil d counsel f ng d,cen te~~" f n the country.
<

•

;.;

;

'Therapy 1s undertaken.

whn~

~

the chHd
•

day care center or schooJ.
'Observed

'~

i~

~."

' . '

...

~s
•

~

••

'~'.

sti;:l1

- ~

.(";.

:'

~mphas1s·fn the:~par,tic~lar

heavf1y
on ,family ,therapy.",
.-

' .

-

att~nding,h1s·regular,
.f

center

rh~:a~~,'fs~~~ond~cted
'"

~

':.

regula~ hourly basis with ex~ens1ve use of ,ihe;lIbi~·meet1ngll.

,

"

on a
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.'

.'

(mu1tip'le impact therapy), in- which

a~ many ,;as'
forfy
of the persons
'. 'I
<

..

involved i~ a child's life .maY be brOLigh'ttc£ge'~her'i:1n the presence
of the child for as many as fifteen- sessions:.,
"It was noted at the center that .two primary gr,oups
o~f chi1 dren
.
~

01 d aggressive boys and ten-. to twel ve-year..:'ol
d chi,-1dren of both'
i"'- .'<0-.
~

,[I

'~'

-

,

•

•

; sexes with .interpersonalprob1ems irirelatiohships~~' In compari.ng
•

~

,F·

th~:iUn1ted

common emotional disorders between children ':;n'

States and
.'
Denmark, however, Ilr. Ruth Iverson found that Danish ch11dr,en
.":

i l ' · :j[,

.

" I'

and'more)~omatir di~orders,

'e.xhibit, fewer behavioral disorders

'~t

jt

. ..

anxiety neuroses, and hysterical states. ,On'e ~n e~~ry four Danish
'chl1 dren is enureti c.

She theorized 'the cau'se: of this trend as the
.
,heavy emphasis on the deve10pm~nt of ~he 'su'P:er' ego ifin Dani s'h chl1 dren.
"

Th~ c~i 1d counse 11 ng center ,o'bser,ved w~~ maki ~g plans to
~

,

establish only the second non-residential day treatment facility
. '

for the

'.

~.

em~tionallY, disturbed

T,

•

,.

•

':_ ...

child,.' 'preyio'usly, 't'hi1
,
-.-dren unable
.

,

~

-~

,:

if

to function in the traditional classroom env;ironment were either

:~1mply removed ,from school or placed tn a .re~identi'al care faci1ity~

..

'

.

,

CHAPTER XIV
DEALING WITH POVERTY AND

~CISM

Long before arrival;n Denmark, it was evident that there would
exist a problem in observing a balanced nurrber,of centers in -Denmark.
In observing

centers, one was aware of being di rected primarily

to the IIbest li centers, whi ch were representati ves Of smoothly"

functioning centers which represented current trends in day care.
It becomes apparent, after investigating

soc1~l

and economic

problems in Denmark, that poverty, as it is'~knatln in the United
· -States, simply does not exist in Denmark.

The sY,stem of social

".wel fare assures that no person in Denmark need go ~i thout food,
'. housing, medical care, or u)".::otherbasic n~cessity.

Substandard

housing does exist in Copenhagen, butthereiiismuch resistance to
removing it, as such structures house primarily the elderly, who
,may well have resided-in the same location their entire lives and
-

i

would simply refuse to move, or young people for whom this in,

.

· expensive housing represents the opportunity, to sa~e money ~ither
· for schooling or to obtain the money necess~ry to purchase a home.
Although economic poverty may ~eargued not to exist in Denmark,
,

social poverty isquite evident.

. '

,I·

'

Near downtown
Copenhagen
is the
.
~".

: ' .~

Vesterbrogade area where, althou,gh ,there is ~no sta~vaUon, the lower
. class lifestyle continues with most of the s,oc1al implications of
poverty:

slum dwelling, poor diets, dirt, p'erhaps'junusual life-

'styles (pt"C?sti tut1 on and alcoholism), peopl~; cluttered on doorsteps,
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and a high populat1on dens1ty.

It was felt that there was a great

deal to be learned through the observation of work w1th children
in th1s "soc1al slum.

1I

Th1s desire was expressed to the paed1gogues

to see centers 1n operation in such areas.
Only after lengthy observat1ons of the initial center observed,
which was located out of the central core of the city in a large,
modern

~partment

complex, was it realized that both the center and

the apartments were part of an urban renewal project.

Children

from the central core area of Copenhagen whose families were to be
relocated were brought to this center.

Apparently there were

sUbstantial problems with these children at the program's onset
five years ago.

An example cited was that the ch1ldren were totally

unaware of the use of a bathtub, and the imp11cat1on was made that
they used it as a urinal.

However, 1n subsequent years. w1th the

relocat1on of fam1l1es. the ch1ldren have adjusted to the point
that they are indist1nguishable from any other suburban children.
The paedigogues seemed plased in aid1ng 1n th1s adjustment.
The desire was expressed to observe a center wh1ch was
experienc1ng diff1culties in its program.

One paedigogue stated

that a friend of his worked at a center wh1ch both served poor
children and was experiencing d1ff1culties in carrying out its
program.

Contact was established with this friend, who drove us

to the cen ter.
On driving to the center, we were told that the center served
primarily a gypsy population.

We were driven by reclaimed land,
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the former site of a refuse dump, that the Danish government had
set aside for newly-immigrated gypsies.

It was said that the

gypsies had been driven from the other Scandinavian countries
but that, although they were not welcomed in Denmark, the Danish
government felt an obligation to accept the gypsies and make some,
although meager, provisions for them.

Hence, newly-arrived

gypsies camped for months at a time while awaiting housing openings.
Arriving at the community served by the child care center to
be observed, we found it to be a small village of former army
barracks.

Staff of the child care center stated that the barracks

were remnants of the Nazi occupation of Denmark during the second
world war.

The housing itself was as stark as expected but was

surrounded by a 1arge amount of vegetation and foli age.

It was

crossed by pathways rather than streets and had a seldom-used park
wi thin the compl ex. The homes are all owned by the Copenhagen
Kommune.

Although technically open to all, only gypsies are welcomed

by the community, and the non-gypsy population is virtually nil.
The center was actually both a bprnehave and fritidshjem,
each housed in its own barrack. The centers each had separate
outdoor play areas divided by a low fence.

The staff apologized

for the lack of play equipment, which was sparse in comparison
to other centers observed.

It was explained that the children

cared for at this center were particularly destructive, and the
center was financially unable to replace all of the broken equipment.
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Observation confirmed a noticeably higher level of destructive
behavi or.
Shortly thereafter, the situation was discussed with the
director of the

b~rnehave

and a staff member fluent in English.

The conversation turned immediately to the backgrounds of the
children. About 75 percent of the children served by the center
are at least of partially gypsy descent.

The staff talked of the

gypsies as lIinherently treacherous. II The feeling aroong those
participating in the discussion was that these children would almost
inevitably grow up both to roam and steal.

It was said that the

center's job was to counteract this trend, although there was
little optimism that their

lifes~le

could be significantly altered.

It became rapidly apparent that the staff, and Oanes in general,
although willing to accept gypsies into the country, hoped they
would confonn to the "Oanish way of life.

1I

a particular problem with gypsy families.

Housing was noted as
A part of the system of

beliefs of the gypSies is the idea that it is "unclean" for a man
to live above a woman.

In the metropolitan Copenhagen area. housing,

especially low-cost housing, is in the form of apartments.
The community itself is located directly across from a large
sports areaa.

A developer has proposed that the gypsy communi ty

be rerooved to allow for the construction of a hotel. restaurant,
and gas station complex. The staff of the center is particularly
fearful of this proposal for, although both the center and the
families can be relocated in the area, the

~partments

available
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cannot conform with the existing lifestyle of the people.

The

director of the center predicted that, should the gypsies be forced
to move into

~partments,

50 percent would commit suicide.

Exaggerated as this projection might be, it is obvious that relocation would do substantial damage to those fam1lies who have been
in Denmark for many years and would not choose to relocate.
There is considerable distance between the gypsy community
and the Danish community at large. Three years ago there was a
complete turnover of staff at the center due to the inability to
cope with the gypsy community.

When the new staff arrived, they

found tbat materials were being stolen from the center in the order
of twice a month.
resulted:

If the police were called in, two problems

(2) The police either refused to follow up because

they feared the community, and particularly the gypsies· reputed
skill in the use of knives, or they would simply make a superficial
investigation, solving nothing; and (2) the community became all
the more alienated at having "outsiders" called into the community.
At a later point, the leaders of the community were uncovered,
and relations were strengthened with them.

Subsequently, when

materials were stolen from the center, the community leaders were
contacted, and the material was returned without investigation.
Nothing had been stolen from the center in the past several months,
and community ties had been strengthened.
The staff of the bprnehave considered that their major success
had been in the area of community acceptance.

Cited as an example
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of this is the fact that most families, when they needed to come
in contact with the government, contacted the center first to
help smooth the way.

Nonetheless, the attitude of the staff may

best be characterized as one of "benevolent paternalism." The
staff aims primarily at acclimating the gypsy children to Danish
customs and mores rather than building an appreciation of the
gypsy culture which, it is feared, will only cause them trouble.
Whereas authority and control had been only minor topics at
other centers, it wa's of primary importance at this center, with
these children.

Initially, it was said, the staff shies away

from direct confrontations with gypsy children because the child
may subsequently close themselves off from the staff.

But later

it was noticed that a substantial amount of physical control was
exerted on the children.

This was the only center observed where

children were physically held in order to control them.

This was

the only center where chil dren were forced to eat, due to the fear
that they would not receive a proper diet in any other way.
there was almost nothing in the way of educational material.

Finally,
The

children's primary form of play consisted of gross motor exercise.
One could not help but note that this presented a particular problem
due to the cramped facil1 ties during the winter months.

The di rector

of the center had attempted to obtain special funds for the care of
these children through the kommune but had been, thus far, unsuccessful.
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The second IIpoorll center observed had been noted early because
of its avowed"conmunist philosophy.

The center was located in the

center of Copenhagen IS deprived Vestebrogade district.

It was

constructed on a site that had been originally occupied by apartments scheduled to be destroyed.

A group of young people adhering

to communist philosophies had moved into the abandoned buildings

to establish a commune and refused to move.

A stalemate with the

government ensued" untl1 an agreement stipulating that the Copenhagen
Konmune would establish a child care center, headed by a woman in
the group, was agreed upon.
Since that time, five centers have been established on the site.
Four are

b~rnehavn.

and one is a recreation club.

Each center

operates independently, and each staff carries a slightly different
political or social orientation, although each
II

radica1."

m~

be described as

It should be noted at this point that these are muniCipal,

komrnune-operated; not private centers.

The quality of care dispensed

through these centers was generally poor by the standards established
in other Danish centers.

In the recreation club, the functions of

the club were handled by weekly meetings with the children, at which
time they would choose how the money was to be allocated.

The

result was that the children gave a great deal of the money to
various radical causes and allocated much of the rest to giving
parties to which the entire community was invited.
facilities at the club were almost nonexistent.

Physical

By far the most
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used room was a small temporary building in wh;ch the children
talked and l1stened to music for most of the1r days.
The center was mentioned to many of the Danes subsequently
encountered, and the1r react10n var1ed widely.

Most of the

paedi gogues were aware of the program and approved of 1t.

They

noted that the center served a part1cu1ar1y diff1cult segment of
the population which most would care to forget.

They noted that

what may seem to be m1ndless activ1ty in compar1son to other
centers is reaching 'out to these ch1ldren at a level at wh1ch they
are able to relate.

Others talked to, pr;marily out of the f1eld

of child care, were unaware of the existence of such a program
and were outraged by it.
Finally, one should note the existence of at least one program
expressly for black and ethnic m;nority groups in Denmark. The
organization, known as liThe Afro-Amer;can Commun1ty in Denmark,1I
was found operating a weekend center a1med primar1ly at bring1ng
together the black children in Denmark in order that they m;ght
come to realize and appreciate their heritage. Although Danes
are particularly receptive to blacks, there are only a handful in
the entire country.

It was interesting to note that although the

Afro-American center was the only center observed serving any
black children, virtually every center observed had a black doll
prominently displayed.

CHAPTER XV
CONCLUSION
In conclusion" we must return 'to our originalJ question:

What

relevance does Danish day '" care have for the:develo'pment
of child
.
,.

.

. " , .

day care in the Uni ted States?, Our ori ginal plan had been to study
Danish day care with the hope that it would, indeed, have implications
for the United States but found that the Danish experience with
child care' must be seen within the cultural 'context.
to the United States is complex and often obscured'.

The relevance
Caution is

called for. in making any judgments.
It should first be noted that the United.States does share
a considerable amount of cultural, ecor'lomic~ and p'olitical
,.

,heritage

wi~

Denmark.

Both represent affluent, industrialized.

democratic. and western societies •. Indeed. the t/pe of care
, provided in most day care centers in Denmark share;s similar theoreticalcon~epts

of care with many:'"progressive'''

'oriented centers in the ,Uni ted

~evelopmentally

States~,

We shall note several differences nonetheless:..
~

1.

The purpose of day care has

~volved_ in

~

Denmark in such a way

that it is seen le~s in terms of a necessi tyto ma:~ernal employment
and more in tenns ofi.ts benefits to early childho~d development.
: Maternal employment is lower in D~nmark thari in the United States.
.

' " , !

Whereas most children in care in the. United ··States:) remain at home
or are in private family day care arrimgetrents and; most group care
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is proprietary, JOOst care in Denmark is carried
out'in non-profit
.
' ~~

group centers.
2.

One may note the significance of the current institutionalized

decentralization of day care in Denmark.

Local inttiative in day

care has been institutionalized and increasingly in'vested 1n the
local Child and Youth Welfare Committee. - In the United States,
initiative in day care has ,yet to become institutionalized at
any level.
3.

One must acknowledge that day care, "and parti cul arly goyern-

ment intervention in day care, has evolved over a considerably
longer period of time in Denmark.

State finimc1ng ,'and supervi sion

has been in effect since the beginning of th,e twentieth century.
,

4.

Danish day care is surrounded py and increasingly coordinated
,

with a large array of other social services,'such,as Mother's
.Help, family allowances, and family guidance'services.

Particularly

impressive is the plan to coordinate all social services in
neighborhood facilities.
5.

The Danes represent a more culturally unified ~opulation than

the United 'States.

Attitudes toward child rearing 'practices are

.more homogeneous in the small

state~

This

was.de~nstrated

in

dealings surrounding toilet trainipg.naps. ,and meals.
6.

Day care in Denmark is economi.cally secure.

Th,e development

of day care in any particular area is determined, at least in theory,
by the need for care and not the avail ablli ty

of

ftnanci al backing.
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7. Day care in Denmark is not under direct pressure to solve a
non-day care problem (i.e., day care is not used as a tool to get
mothers off welfare or to bring impoverished children to acceptable
academic levels, as in Head Start).

Day care in Denmark is

"preventive ll rather than compensatory and is accepted as such.
The effectiveness of Danish day care is difficult to demonstrate,
due to the fact that the Danes put little emphasis on statistical
proof of the effectiveness of any particular theory.

Danes are

apparently less compelled to justify their programs and substitute
a sense of practical feasibility and application of theory.

This

presents a difficult methodological problem for those who choose
to study Danish day care.
This de-emphasis of empirical study has influenced the structure
of this study.

Much of the information acquired in this thesis

has been based on the informal interview and participant observation.
One way to measure the effectiveness of Danish day care would be
through an instance which was observed and felt to be exemplary of
the Danish attitude toward early childhood socialization in the
day care setting.
We were visiting a b,rnehave with mixed age groups. The children ranged in age from four to seven years.

The day was warm, and

most of the children and all the staff were outside.

Inside, a

small group of children sat painting with water colors. A four-yearold boy with poor vision and muscle control sat at one corner
of the table with an older girl next to him.

The boy was busily
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painting so that he finally over-moistened the paper, and it
began to tear with each stroke.

The boy·s frustration grew until

the older girl noticed what was happening.

While the other children

watched, she took the torn paper, folded it in two, moved it to
the side, and placed a clean sheet of paper in front of the boy.
The children all returned to their individual painting.
teased the boy.

No one

None made critical remarks.

An observation such as this cannot be statistically evaluated
but can evoke a personal response and can be practi cally eval uated
in light of many other such instances.

It represents qualities

which the Danes hope to instill in their young.
The seven points noted earlier in this chapter are focused
on the inst1tutional aspects of day care.

They call for caut10n

1n promising that principles of Danish day care may be successfully
implemented on a wholesale basis in the United States.

Caution

extended, the Danish way for caring of children does have a bearing
on our system:
1.

The incorporation of the integrated age group holds many

possibilities.

It allows for the limitation of age-specific

activities and permits a child to develop at his own rate with
less peer group pressure.

The older children learn responsibility;

younger children learn more mature patterns of behavior via
modeling.
2.

The attitude toward children in Denmark is certainly relevant

to our culture.

The two important concepts stressed in Denmark
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are trust and independence.
in handling children.

Danes have trust;n

~eircapabl1ity

They also strive to incorpor~te independence,

which, carries connotations of ,independent thought 'and activity,
<

"

rather than freedom from responsibility,
..

~

"0

•

.

'.

.-

pa~ticu1~rlY responsibility
.
,: ..:..

to those about them.
'3.

The quality of care is inevitably tied to the ,cost of care.

The Danes have chosen to invest heavily inthei r chi1 dren I s insti tutions.
4.

The resul tantsys tem" of care is fmpre'ssive.

In regard to seminarium, mendon was ma~e,_of th~ .va1 ue of
.,

specific training in child care ..

~ducation

for day care as con-

ceived and carried out in Denmark is a primary requisite to the
Danish system of care.
Day care in Denmark is a long-standing tradition in a country
~.

,

wi th a history of sod a1 consciousness.' Danes demonstrate that
,~

.

. many concepts thought of as impractical in theUni'ted States, such
'.' as large-scale government subsidy; is feas1b1e giv'en appropriate
conditions.

In acknowledging that ,Danish day care as a general

, system 1s.far more advanced, than' in the United States ,we may
examine da'y care. in Denmark as a Jesson in soc1 a1 policy.
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APPENDIX
SAMPLE OF DAILY LOG ENTRY
July 11, 1973.

Gerbrantsvej B_rnehave

IIDoris from the StOre Krog B_rnehave had told us of a friend
who worked at an older, more established 'center in the area.
phoned, and we were able to visit the center that day.

She

It is a

center buil t independently of any apartment complex and surrounded
by a high wooden fence.

Inside, altbough the center was not as

large as each section of Store Krog, there was a large play area
and many large trees.

At one side was a rather small wooden building

which housed two classrooms. a small office, a kitchen, a single
bathroom, and an
outer clothes.

ent~

area lined with lockers for the children's

It was of note that particularly with summer, the

staff room was not used as such but was used as a napping area for
the children because of the lack of space otherwise 1n the building.
Again, hanging all about the rooms were painted egg cartons (which
appears to be the most popular form of children's art).
was quite cluttered by American standards.
of things for the children to do inside.

The room

There was a wealth
I am reminded of the long

Danish winters, during which the chl1dren must spend a good deal of
time inside. A few of the girls were inside using a curtained-off
area to play dreSSing up.

There was a large cabinet open from which
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clothes had literally burst and ended up in a large pile on the
floor.

Most of the children were, however, outside on this brisk

and partly overcast day.
In the center of the pl ay area was a sandbox whi ch had been
divided into two sections.

One section had been covered with a

tarp and filled with water, but today was cold enough that the
children were not allowed in.

At times during the day they splashed

each other (this was stopped) or played with sticks and a fishing
net in the water.

Next to the sandbox-pool was a swing, again

made from ti res.

Th i s was used by the chil dren most often when

they could sit in the lap of a staff merrber and swing.

There are

thirty-two children, six staff, a director, and a number of trainees.
Two of the staff members pl us the di rector have gone through full
three-year training •••
We later talked of the type of children they had in the center,
and it was said that they were primarily "normalu and without
dramatic problems.

But it was also noted that there was an emphasis

placed on keeping physically and emotionally handicapped children
in regular day care arrangements where possible.

It was particularly

noted that, during the winter months, a speech therapist comes to
work with some of the children.

Children with other handicaps

may spend part of the day in special training schools.

A

psychologist is available to the center for consultation on an
as-needed basis.
in for.

We asked what kind of problems he had been called

It was noted that a psychologist had been called in only

once in the past year •••

II

Albert Belais
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June 29, 1973

IIWhile seated in an outdoor cafe in front of the central rail-"

,

.j

.

-road station. I observed a mother with her three well-d,ressed male
children.' All the boys were dressed in ~enim Stiits., There was a
dol L

The ages were approximately three,' five, and ,seven years.
The four entered the eatery area.

The tabie they chose had

~lithout any verbal exchange,the ~ldest boy

only two chairs.

.-.

'"

w,ent to other tables and brought bac~ the
The two younger boys were seated.
.

two

"

needed ot~er chairs.

The· mother went to
the stand
.
~

to get p~lser' (sausage simi lar to a hot dog)~' 'She, rn~de some
:

.

~>

,

col11Tlunication with the children, and all agreed (pro,bably about
type of food wanted).

The mother ~ turned to the table wi th the

boys; they began to eat.

She then ,brought her own food to the

table.
The middle boy was 'the'first one f~nished.

He.::got up and

went to thegarb.age, and then 'back to h~s seat.

The' eldest child

then did the same; he was given the youngestls garbage and discarded it.

All three boys sat and waited for'; their: mother to

complete her p~l~er.
The. IOOther handed the youngest boy a napkin.
oWn hands and played w1th the napkin.

He ,wiped his

First he opened the napkin

up:. and then (he) crimpled it and finally tossed it behind him
in:to the garbage basket.
up to throw it out.

The eldest .folded his

napk~n

The youngest watched in;ently.

and got
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The mother finished eating.

Eyeryone rema1ne9 seated.

The

"

youngest asked his mother for something.

She took a roll of candy

from her purse and h iinded' all th ree chll dren a pi ece of candy; she
had a piece, too.
The mother 11 t a ci garette. and the three. chi:l dren conti nued
to sit, however getting fidgety and lookingi,bored.
,boy had gotten up while holding onto th~ awning.
conversation going on during his movenent.
shif,~ing

The middle
There was some

"He moved to the table,

weight onto the eldest's chair and onto the table.

walked around tOlfiards his mother.

He

Others have remained seated.

The middle boy found some stale bread •• He p1ckedit up and
walked around throwing the bread to a pigeon:

A smiile and eye

contact were exchanged between mother and middle soh I as the
pigeon began to eat.
to thep1 geon.

The middle boy got morebreadland threw it

He then began throwing it at the pigeon.

At this

"

ii'

point; his mother intervened by saying his naPle, softly but
s,ternly, and he returned to the table.
The four were then ready to leave. 'Theyounges~t took a few
.-

stepstoward the pigeon area.

He squattedanCt c1ap~,ed his hands.

The mother verbally notified the children that she ~as ready to
go.

All got up and left together. ~I
Ellane Kibel

July 4 I 1973
"Shortly after we arrived at the Store Krog' Vuggestrue. I
•

•

j!:

was standing at the end of a long hallway and observed a young
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mother bringing in her infant of about eight months.
boy was 1arge and chubby.

The infant

There were some:teachers and staff

members at the end of the hall, with carriages and sorre children.
The mother (about age 23) carried the 'in'fant~ leaving his
carri age in the outdoor storage area.

The mother -handed the
;j

,baby over'to one of the paedigogues.

The two women conversed,

while the child remained complacent .
. When the mother 1eft the hallway, the chi 1 d watched.
then handed to another young female paedigogue.

He was

The mother passed

through the doors to the outside; no overt emotional distress was
demonstrated by the child. II
EllaneKipel
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INSTITUTIONS·
VISITED

Afro-American Community in Denmark Day Care ;Program
"S,rnehospitalet I V~ngede
.
Broparken Integrerede Institutloner
Broparken Radivngscentret for b~rne, 09 unge
Copenhagen Kommune Dagpleje
Danmark~s Paedlgoske B1bliotek
.
Ellestykeet S,i6rnehave and Frltidshjem
Estladnesgade Vuggestruen
Es tl andesgade Pens 10n
Froebel S_rnehave Semlnarium
Gerbrantsvej S~rnehave
Hiller_d Semlnarium
Hundegarten Sjifrnehave and Fri t1dskl ub
Kennedygarten S,rnehave and Vuggestrue
Lilleskole
Mutrahjaelpen B_rnehave
Ringertoften Hal day S;rnehave
Socialstyrelsen
'
St. Magelsby's Fritidsklub
Store Krog BtSrnehave and Vuggestrue
Tingbjerg Scrammelespladen
Tuborg BtSrnehave and vuggestrue
Vartov Bjfrneluve
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CHILD CARE INSTITUTIONS IN: DENMARK
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1912
Recogni zed Day
Care Institutions

Number of .
Institutions

Number of
Places

Vugges truen

429

15,199

Family Day Care
programs

180

11,416

1,913

83,123

348

20,565

4

400

B_mehavn
Fr1t1dshjem
. Integrated
Inst1 tut10ns
Free Time and Older
Ch1ldren'sClubs
Scrammelespladen
"Other types of care

245
..

<

55
84

~13:'i2Sa

137,903

,B;mehavn

63

1,396

Pl aygrounds

39

768

. 102

2,164

3,360

140,061

Sub-t1 tal
Private Da~ Care

Sub-total
Total

SURVEY OF CHARGES AT CENTERS OBSERVED
(Partial Sample)

Btoparken

Vugges truen

Bstmehavn

Fri ti dshjem

390 kr/m

290 kr/m
160 kr/m
(half day)

180 kr/m

Youth Center

Afro-American Center
Tuborg

40 kr (initiation)
5 kr/week
76 kr/m (max)

Hunde~.arten

Kpbenhaun Dagpleje

Other

20 kr/m
free '(under
20,000 kr/yr income)
18,kr/w (20-30-,000)-0
27 kr/w (30-40,000)
45 kr/w (40,000+)
,

St. -Magelsby

180 'kr/m

100 kr/m

Elles tykeet

35 kr/w

20 kr/w

Tingblerg
Scrammel espl aden
Muth rahj ae 1pen

12 kr (initiation)
10 kr/m
64 kr/w (max)

.....
.....

, -'="
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FEE
RANGE

Vuggestruen (maximum payment) .
. 45-91 kroner/week'
($7.89-15.96/week)
B;mehavn

(maximum payment)
35-67 kroner/week

Frit1 dshjem 20-40 Kroner/week
Youth Clubs 10-100 kroner/month

